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ABSTRACT 

 

The thesis project is focus on a stage 8 commercial Gas turbine engine HPC blade tip 

profile build up repair or the tip sealing due to defect (rubbing incursion).  
The research conducts two case studies of study 1; hand operate gas Tungsten arc 

welding current and speed variation and study 2; welding torch and filler wire 

coordination and welder tactics. 
 

Whereas Hand operate GTAW DCEN phase and semi-automatic system DCEP.The arc 

efficiency is based on simulation data of (Pan, 2016) and real experiment data of 

(Stenbacka, 2013) past researches foundlings. 
 

According to blade clamp position, welding cycle time, blade setup time, operator 

convenience, blade cooling and argon capturing are considered for a new fixture design 

is pro-posed. The fluorescent penetrant and inspection process and radiographic 

inspection process carries to quality recommend of surface defects and sub surface 

defects. 
 
Keywords: Arc voltage controllers, Constant current, Cold wire feeder, Direct 

current electrode negative, Direct current electrode positive, Gas tungsten Arc 

welding, Hand operate GTAW, Semi-automatic GTAW, Open circuit, Original 

equipment manufacturer, Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background 

 

Improved blade tip sealing or tip profile buildup in the high-pressure compressor (HPC) 

improve dramatic fuel consumption, time on wing, compressor stall margin and engine 

efficiency as well as increased payload and mission range capacities. Increased blade 

Tip clearance according to service specification is a major factor in hot section 

component degradation. As engine design continue to push the performance envelope 

with fewer parts and the market drives manufactures to increase the service life, the 

need for advanced sealing continue to grow. 

 

The results of creating tip clearance can be generally categorized in to three main 

groups. Those are rubbing (rubbing incursion), erosion, and thermal fatigue. Also, 

deterioration or defect occurring region of the blade are depending on the stage location 

in engine such as high, intermediate and low pressure blades. As a reason the defects 

can be categorized as unheated and heated area of the blade in each stage. The 

compressor blades normally use titanium alloys, and nickel alloys. 

 

In blade service and manufacturing process the critical defects that commonly found in 

blades are oxidation and crack in blade tip during operation, because it may rub the 

stator causing wear and coating removal. Blade seal fin rotates against it seal inside the 

engine housing and wear caused occur due to friction. The bird impact or debris into the 

engine creates Nick, Dent and Distortion on blade. As a result of foreign object damage 

or adjacent blade interference (tip clang) make Airfoil surface defects. The most 

common invisible defects are Blade cracks that can appear in all area of the blade. 

 

The blade defect overhaul process mainly involves adding material to the damaged 

regions of the blade by GTAW/plasma/laser cladding welding process, and removes the 

welded area and complete the geometry construction by machining (milling /polishing). 

 

 In generally most of industries follows an intergraded blade repair strategies such as 3D 

digitization systems. But in this project main focus is improve blade tip seal clearance 

or blade tip build up by adding material. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1.1: Jet Engine CAD Drawing 
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1.2 Problem statement 

 

This project request on 2015 December by Chromalloy Thailand. This system is design 

for sizable turbine blade welding. The new project idea is to upgrade or propose new 

welding system. The system integration was created base on engineering experience. 

Present robot system is currently not attentive in production. 

 

1.3 Specific objectives 

 

Develop the Automate blade welding process for archive faster, better quality and cost 

effective than hand operating welding process 

 

1.4 Project objectives 

 

1. Identify GTAW intangible and tangible parameter and variables in HPC blade 

refurbishment. 

2. Experiment on hand operated GTAW welding process and developed a semi-

automatic system by exploiting contingent experiment results. 

3. Welding fixture design development for HPC blade positioning and part to part 

dimensional variation. 

4. Develop repeatable GTAW robot program for blade to blade welding layer to 

replicate hand operated GTAW system. 

 

1.5 Scope 

 

1. The parameter will be examining focus on welding pre-inspection, welding 

preprocess and welding post process stages in production line. Blade geometry and 

dimensional requirement examination will consider the blade chord length, trailing 

edge thickness, blade tip profile and defects. Hand operated GTAW process welding 

finishing quality and main step of blade profile build up; welder physical factors 

were observed. The semi-automatic system  

 

2. Understands the system integration and parameter relation in welding and motion. 

The blade poste process stages requirements were analyzing to optimize the weld 

finishing quality in semi-automatic system (milling, polishing, FPI, metallographic, 

and X-Ray) 

 

3. Experiments welding speed, process time, welding current, welding motion. 

Recognized welding operating regional steps and study the torch motion with 

respect to welding location on blade. 

 

4. Monitor the welding current, weld speeds, process time and optimize the results 

according to operator behavior. Develop the semi-automatic system based on 

experiment results achieve weld finishing quality. 

 

5. Based on hand operates GTAW blade positioning concept and plasma semi-

automatic blade positioning fixtures are result on propose new fixture design for 

HPC blade clamping. 
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6. One layer weld build up target for achieve the welding finish requirement and 

process time in hand operated GTAW. 

 

Note: Three layer or two-layer weld build up in semi-automatic GTAW system not 

follows repeatable weld finishing, because the weld layer finishing show blade to blade 

variation. 

 

1.6 Limitations 

 

1.    Hand operating gas Tungsten welding process and equipment limitations. 

 

The power supply is Tig 2200i AC/DC, it has welding 3 to 160 selective weld current. 

The weld system has electrode negative polarity. 1.5 bar Argon gas provide to welding 

power supply. the penetration of the welding with 60-70 Dec electrode and 15-degree 

wire feed create deep, narrow penetration. 

 

The electrode1.6mmx 175 mm (tungsten,15 percent Lanthanotid) Two step welding 

cycle. The dimension of 0.6 mm x 400 mm (INCONNEL 718) feed wire. 

 

Blade fixture has 0.5 bar pressure with l/min Argon supply to shielding and provide 

water cooling. 

 

2.    Semi-Automatic Gas Tungsten arc welding process and equipment limitations. 

 

The GTAW power supply is Fronious Trans Tig 4000 with advance parameter 

controller (con trol unit RCU 2000). Fronious cold wire feeder with diameter range of 

0.8 to 1.6 mm intergraded with TIG robot welding torch. ABB IRB1520ID Robotic 

manipulator.  

IRB 5 robot controller. The robot programming limited to Robot flexpendent, the 

additional offline or online programing software not used.Filler material is limited to 

INCONNEL 718 Ni base alloy.1.6mmx 175 mm (tungsten,15 percent Lanthanotid), 

yellow. DCEP polarity welding operation system.Maximum electrode distance from to 

glass lens nozzle 2-3mm. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.2: Tungsten Length from Nozzle Mouth 

 

3.    Nozzle dimension inner diameter 3/8 inch 

4.    Tungsten DC current should be end trim cone and point Conner approximately 30  

   degree. 

5.    Work piece to electrode distance technically 2-3mm, but variable constant proposes    

    2.14 mm constant length to control 11 volts 
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Figure 1.3: Tungsten End Trim Tungsten 

 

 
 

Figure 1.4: Tungsten Electrode to Workpiece Distance 

 

6.    The project blade is limited to High pressure composure stage 8 commercial gas  

          turbine engine blades. 

7.    In welding process the twisted blade with respect to original tip profile will not  

        include in robot welding process. 

8.    Robot HPC Tip welding only accept 2mm length grinded blade by considering  

        consistency measurement for blade clamping in welding operation. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.5: HPC Blade Welding Preprocess Grinding Height 
 

9.    The parameter capturing in hand operated welding process is limited to time,  

          thickness variation, current (ampere), and torch motion. 
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1.7 Thesis outline 
 

Chapter 1 Brief introduction about the background of the thesis project. 

 

Chapter 2 Describes the literature review on the relevant academic project, open source  

                 software, and commercial products. 

 

Chapter 3 Presents methodology including the system overview, system design, and    

        evaluation plan. 

 

Chapter 4 This chapter describes my approach to make guideline for set welding by 

study  

        hand operate GTAW current and speed. 

 

Chapter 5 This chapter describes case study of GTAW torch motion, filler wire  

          coordination and welding tactics in order to improve my methodology. 

 

Chapter 6 Presents proposed planning in order to implement and improve my  

                    methodology for blade positioning. 

 

Chapter 7 This chapter describes how two case study findings integrate on semi-

automatic 

                 system and optimum welding program in order to improve my methodology. 

 

Chapter 8 This chapter describes my experiments and results in order to analyze the    

                 quality, time and cost comparing to Hand operate welding process. 

 

Chapter 9 Describes Conclusion and recommendations of overall project goals, issues   

                 outcomes 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Objectives 

 

1. Research Gas Tungsten arc welding Terminologies. 

2. Research on blade geometry deterioration patterns. 

3. Study deteriorated blade overhaul categorization. 

4. Understand industrial blade refurbishment limitations in manufacturing 

 

2.2 Scope and limitations 

 

1. Welding terminology reviews limited to Gas Tungsten arc welding process 

2. Blade geometry deterioration study limited to high pressure compressor. 

3. Blade overhaul and deterioration study limited to blade hub to tip region. 

4. Industrial blade refurbishment limits only bounded to Chromalloy Thailand 

organization overhaul process. 

 

2.3 Background information of Gas tungsten ARC welding 

 

Importantly the GTAW is attentive in aerospace, nuclear and sheet metal manufacturing 

industries. The GTAW process select by aerospace industry because of high quality 

welding required. The process can be automated and is readily programmable to provide 

precise control of the welding variables with remote welding control capability. 

Flexibility is gained when GTAW because the process allows the heat source and filler 

metal additions to be controlled independently. Excellent control of root pass weld 

penetration can be maintained. The process can be used with or without filler metal, as 

required by the specific application. A further advantage is that relatively inexpensive 

power sources can be used. Gas tungsten arc welding limitations are as follow. 

 

Deposition rates are generally lower than the rates possible with consumable electrode 

arc welding processes; 

 

Slightly more dexterity and coordination is required of the welder using GTAW than 

with gas metal arc welding (GMAW) or shielded metal arc welding (SMAW) manual 

welding; There is a low tolerance for contaminants on filler or base metals; 

 

Comparing GTAW with other arc welding processes welding quality of under 10mm 

thickness specimen welding shows excellent quality and high cost. 

 

As a result of Magnetic fields leading to arc blow or arc deflection the GTAW is 

difficult to control. If welding takes place in windy or drafty environments, it can be 

difficult to shield the weld zone properly. 

 

In general, GTAW behave according to principle variables of Arc voltage or arc length, 

welding current, traveling speed, Wire feed speed, Shield gas. According to these 

principle variables other variables which can noticeable at low welding current explain 

as follows. 
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1.  The distance between the tungsten electrode and the workpiece, 

2.  Welding current. 

3.  Type of shield gas. 

4.  The shape of the tungsten electrode tip. 

5.  Ambient air pressure. 

6.  Effect of contaminants when plasma entering filler material surface. 

 

2.4  Gas tungsten arc welding current 
 

The welding current controls weld penetration in tungsten gas welding. The voltage at a 

fixed arc length increases proportionally to the current. For this reason, it is necessary to 

adjust the voltage set-ting when the current is set to maintain a fixed arc length Gas 

tungsten arc welding have two current applications. The direct current (DC) GTAW and 

alternative current (AC) GTAW.The DCEN have deep penetration with faster welding 

speed. Especially when Helium or Helium mixture is used as the shield gas. Direct 

current with the electrode positive (DCEP) is rarely used because electrode over-heating 

main disadvantage of this process. The alternating current (A/C) provides Cathodic 

cleaning action (remove oxide during welding from metal surface). whereas argon must 

be used for the shielding. The welding characteristics of DCEN, DCEP, and balanced 

alternating current are illustrated in Figure. 

 

Figure 2.1: Electron Ion Flow Characteristics in Direct Current 

(Pan, 2016)The author explained simulation and analysis of polarity GTAW process 

based on tungsten arc specimen coupled model. With research investigation focus on 

the different between DCEP and DCEN phases under equal experiment with larger 

welding currents. The explanation of variable polarity is described in mainly three parts. 

Polarity is described in mainly three parts. The first part of author conduct the welding 

both DCEP and DCEN under 150 amperes. The arc temperature was maintained at 

16000k.The observation is temperature distribution was more dispersed in DCEP phase 

than DCEN phase.in figure 2.2, The calculated highest temperature occurs at the 

tungsten tip in DCEN and DCEP are 3120k and 3890k.Also the simulated voltage 7.5V 

in DCEN and lower than voltage of 10.5v in DCEP. 
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Figure 2.2: The Temperature and Flow Field of The Welding Arc and Molten Pool 

Under the Welding Current of 150 A  

(a) DCEN Phase and (b) DCEP Phase. (Pan, 2016) 

 

The author implies that electromagnetic force plays a strong role under large welding 

current 150A.Also both by Marangoni force and the electromagnetic force are mainly 

contributing to the flow of the molten pool under the welding current of 250 amperes. In 

DCEN phase with 250 Ampere welding current the specimen is mainly composed on 

thermal conduction and electronic heat. Compare to DCEN phase heat transfer to the 

specimen is mainly composed thermal conduction in DCEP phase. 

 

The author calculates and compare the arc efficiency of DCEP and DCEN under 250 

amperes welding current. The arc efficiency is 85.9% in DCEN phase and it is higher 

than DCEP pace of 72.5% inefficiency. Compare to both heat efficiencies the DCEP arc 

efficiency is lower because of lack of electron heat. In this simulation author focus 

equal configurations for both DCEN and DCEP phase experiments.  (Niles, 1975) From 

total thermal energy. 

 

                                            Energy(arc+electrode)                                                 Equation 2.1 

 

Majority is generating from arc and remaining generate from electrode. Portion of total 

energy lost to environment 

 

                                            Energy (losses)                                                         Equation 2.2 

 

and the remaining is transfers to specimen. From specimen portion of energy participate 

to melting of the fusion zone 

 

                                            Energy (f fusions one)                                                 Equation 2.3 

 

The remainder lost to base metal of the specimen by thermal conduction 

 

                                            Energy (base metal)                                                   Equation 2.4 
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Figure 2.3: Schematic Illustration the Energy Distribution  

in The Welding Process (Niles, 1975) 

 

The following equation shows the total energy distribution; 

 

            E(arc+electrode) = E(losses) 
+
 E(fusion zone) 

+
 E(base metal)          Equation 2.5 

 

The arc efficiency 

 

       Arc efficiency =E (fusion zone) +E (base metal) = E (arc+electrode)    Equation 2.6 

 

(Fan, Zhang, & Teng, 2001) shows that heat transfer efficiency is often termed the arc 

efficiency. And it explained the arc efficiency and welding speed relation by equation 

form. The total energy input from electrode and arc; 

 

                                                H = P=v = V I=v                                             Equation 2.7
 
 

where 

H = Energy input, J/mm; 

P = Total power of heat source, W; and 

v = Travel velocity of heat source, millimeters per second (mm/s). 

V = Welding arc voltage, volts (V); 

I = Welding arc current, amperes (A); 

 

The arc efficiency; 

                                                Hnet = f1P=v = f1V I=v                                   Equation 2.8

  

where 

 

Hnet = Net energy input, J/mm; 

f1 = Heat transfer efficiency of the source (heat actually transferred to the workpiece 

divided by the total heat generated by the heat source); 

H = Energy input, J/mm; 

P = Total power of heat source, W; V = Welding arc voltage, V; 

I = Welding arc current, A; and 

v = Travel velocity of the heat source, mm/s. 

 

(Stenbacka, 2013) reviewed the literature published arc efficiency values for GTAW the 

articles between year 1955 to 2011 have been found .Regarding to his findings are 

summarized in following figure table. 
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Figure 2.4: 1955 and 2011 and Their Range.in Some Cases the Range was 

Estimated from Published Values (Stenbacka, 2013) 

 

2.5 GTAW tungsten tip configuration and vertex angle with penetration effect 

 

Current levels in excess of those recommended for a given electrode size and tip 

configuration will cause the tungsten to erode or melt. Current that is too low for a 

specific electrode diameter can cause arc instability. 

 

         
            

  Figure 2.5: Vertex Angle with Penetration Effect     
                 
2.6 Welding automation 
                                                    

In welding automation drives mainly three types of welding process semi-automatic 

welding control, automatic welding control and adaptive welding control. 

Semiautomatic gas tungsten arc welding is defined as manual welding with equipment 

that automatically controls only the filler-metal feed. The advance of the welding torch 

is controlled manually. 

 

In advance, the welding equipment without the help of the operator performed by its 

own automatic welding system, But the equipment may not have a functionality 

designed to load and un-load the workpiece. Adaptive control welding systems that are 
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known as feedback control systems can make corrections to the welding variables based 

on the information collected during welding. The objective is to maintain weld quality 

at a constant level in the presence of changing welding conditions. Automatic 

adjustment of individual welding variables, such as welding current or arc voltage, is 

made by monitoring a weld characteristic, such as pool width. Other adaptive control 

systems are available that provide electrode guidance and constant joint fill. 

 

2.7 Principle of monitoring and control 
 

Welding operations can be described in terms of the four basic control elements. These, 

shown in Figure, 

1. Welding process itself, 

2. The manipulated input variables, 

3. The disturbing input variables, 

4. The process response variables 

 

 
 

Figure 2.6: Basic Control Elements 
 

The basic welding process utilizes inputs of energy and mass to produce an output weld 

with the desired geometry and mechanical and microstructural characteristics. 

 

2.8 Manipulating input variable 

 

The manipulated input variables are those which directly affect the process response 

variables. The manipulated input variables can be set prior to starting the welding 

operation or altered during the process. Preset variables include; 

 

1. Welding current, 

2. Time and force (resistance welding), 

3. Voltage and wire feed speed (gas metal arc welding). 

4. Arc length, 

5. Travel speed, 

6. Electrode position 

7. Angle (arc welding processes) 
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Disturb Input Variables The disturbing input variables are undesirable or unavoidable 

changes in those variables that have an effect on the process but are not normally 

controlled. The disturbing input variables include, 

 

1. Adjustments to the welding current due to a change in the input power to the welding 

machine. 

2. Irregularities in sheet thickness, 

3. Particularly in resistance spot welding; 

4. Variations in weld joint size and location in arc welding or joint gap in brazing. 

 

Process Response Variables The process response variables are the products of the 

welding process; 

 

1. The actual current, 

2. Voltage, 

3. Travel speed, 

4. Cooling rate, 

 

For example, that produce the desired weld properties, such as weld size, shape, 

microstructure, and soundness. For typical welding processes, it is impossible to sense 

most process response variables directly because no sensors exist for the in-situ 

measurement of mechanical properties or weld microstructure. Indirect measurement is 

therefore often performed of more practical control variables such as temperature, weld 

profile, weld size, penetration, and radiation. 

 

2.9 HPC Blade geometric refurbishment 

 

In this section explain the brief summary of special study readings that related from past 

researcher’s findings related to on this project. There has been a lot of work in the field 

of repair methodologies for the blades in recent years. 

 

(Marx, 2014),(Ebmeyer, 2011) explained the deterioration effect on engine performance 

by environmental effects. However, the author findings limited on wind and off wind 

operations (take off from track and landing). These results were important in 

understanding the inspection procedure of deterioration parts. ((Marx, 2014), explained 

the deterioration comparing two engine but author more careful to specific about the 

engine operational region and engine operator.  

 

Because analysis can have changed on region to region environment, and flying 

operator. Either both of the reaches didn’t mention about the traveling load or how 

much weight each of engine carries. Because as summery point of view the flying load 

of the engine or carries load place to place directly effect on blade deterioration. 

 

((Marx, 2014) Shows that many critical areas such as trailing edge and leading edge, 

stagger angle and blade thickness in the research results.In the inspection of the 

aeronautical revision industry, the inspection also focuses on the defects of the dovetail 

region that the author did not explain in his results. 

 

The geometric reconstruction of damaged blade methods improves the blade height base 

on the cross section of the 3D model of the blade’s horizontal geometry, original 
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equipment manufacturer reference devices, and reverse engineering applications. 

Whatever the method used, its purpose is to improve the accuracy and efficiency of the 

assembly of the blade repair process. The methodology used for the blade revision 

manufacturing process has a significant impact on delivery time or processing time. If 

the method is too slow, manufacturers will not follow the researcher. 

 

(Gao, 2006), specially explained about the overhaul categorization for different worn 

blade scenarios. The suggested method is to follow digitization system. But my point of 

view in practical scenario aerospace component repair focus on mass production or 

batch production. 

 

Digitization systems are not time effective, have slow process time due to randomness 

of the blade defects. 

 

In the renovation of HPC blades, most organizations can follow different types of 

methods to rebuild the blade used in its original geometry. The Chromalloy Thailand 

Ltd is a well-known competitor for other organizations, as mentioned in the special 

study section” Blade Repair Method”. The production process of the organization is 

mainly aimed at a high quality fast solution for customers. Chromalloy Thailand Ltd 

does not follow a single method or is related to a particular method. The organization 

follows the orthodoxies, by renovating the organization of the process targeting only the 

batch productions. (Gao, 2006),The author shows ten renovation scenarios that most 

companies follow using reverse engineering methods.Repair of worn blades, such as 

repairing distortion, cracks, nicks and dents repair repairing defects in the wear and tear 

of components, surface repair are not followed by Chromalloy Thailand Ltd due to 

OEM limitations. Since this type of scenario of worn defects of the type of defects and 

the location on the blade randomness is an obstacle to the batch production time. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.7: Blade Defects (Chromalloy, 2017) 

 

As based on (Marx, 2014), The engine blade deterioration analysis explains the criteria 

of visual inspection which can determine the repairable limits for worn blades. In the 

repair operations of Chromalloy Thailand Ltd, most of the time refer to the original 

OEM quality, geometry and dimensions. Depending on the repair of the project part 

(HPC blade), repair work is limited to reconstructing the geometry of the widening 

clearance blade repair. The targeted limitation of the repair of the blade tip of the project 

is also based on the current limits of the process. As with the blade preparation phase, 

the cutting blade cuts the height (2 mm) from blade tips and distributes the total number 

of process cycles (the repair process can only be 4 times for a particular blade). In 

addition, due to customer demand and expectations, the final (end) dimension of repair 
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blade does not meet 100% of OEM detentions. The reasons of limits to only tip sealing 

refurbishment method are due to following reasons; 

 

1. The number of defect types of the blade and the defect identification area is random. 

2. The amount of production per lot is a limitation to focus on a particular default 

scenario. 

3. Limiting the delivery time of the process is a reason to draw attention to the most 

common fault scenario. of the partial geometric variation and the OEM 

recommended repair procedure limit refurbishment of focus defects 

 

2.10 The visual inspection criteria outline 

 

1. Concave and convex surface side of airfoil panel inspection. 

2. Leading and trailing edges thickness and geometry of airfoil panel inspection. 

3. Blade tip profile inspection. 

4. Platform edges inspection. 

5. Dovetail inspection. 

 

Note; extraction of repair geometry visual inspection  procedures  is same for all type of 

blades. 

 

2.11 Concave and convex surface side of airfoil panel inspection 

 

 
 

Figure 2.8: The Concave Side and Convex Side Inspection Focus Area 

 

According (figure 2.8) to the blade stage the dimension values are changed. The DIM. 

D valve defined measurement for each stage of inspect the defect region. The DIM.D 

changed stage to stage variation. overall blade inspection can explain by using figure 

(2.8). Within defined (area A) region if there is surface defect, cracks and separation at 

root to platform the blade is not repairable. 
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Figure 2.9: Tip Deformation (Chromalloy, 2017) 

 

As shown in figure 2.8 and 2.9 the common cases such as nicks, dents and crack 

measurements exceed the repairable limits the blade will reject from repairable process. 

Some blades defects identify as pits at focus area. If it exceeds limits blade will rejected. 

 

The next inspection on the blade clanging refers to figure 2.9 from pressure side and 

suction side if there is an observation of bending from z axis the blade will reject from 

serviceable process. Considering the Blade erosion in blade tip region and the Pattern 

profile and amount inspector decide the blade move to next process or not. The last 

rejection scenarios are bent or damaged tip corner, tip curl, material missing from 

trailing edge tip corner and heat discoloration caused by blade rubbing. 

 

2.12 Platform edges 

 

(Marx, 2014), Author explanation In high pressure compressor blade from front to rear 

end size varies big too small reference to stage number . Also, according to research 

findings (figure 10.11) dimensional effects are highly effect on front end blades. 

According to the visual inspection (Figure 2.7) the platform edges of the blade also one 

of the important part in blade geometry. Nicks, scratches, fretting, wear, bent areas 

includes in platform of the blade, it will not count as repairable. Also, if there is any 

damaged found from dovetail region defect similar to platform edges the blade not 

acceptable for repair. 

 

(NK, 2009),(Li, 2009)3D digitization construction methods are not used by Chromalloy 

Thailand Ltd. However, the organization follows the digitization methodology for 

dimensional inspection (Figure 10.12-Dimensional Inspection Machine WIZ blade) and 

is limited only to frontal HPC blades (large blades). However, the HPC blade 

dimensional inspection procedure at the rear center end is per-formed using physical 

devices. Because consider the number of blades, the processing time must be faster. 

Compared to dimensional inspections of the digitizing system are slower than manual 

dimensional inspection. Thus, the organization uses many gauges designed according to 

the OEM reference by them selves to meet the delivery time requirements of the 

process. 

 

2.13 Dimensional inspection criteria 

 

The dimensional inspection criteria can mainly categorize due to two main production 

processes, blade tip and edge repair. According to these two-blade repair category, 
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blade stage and OEM type dimensional inspection procedure will change. But 

measuring areas for both tip, tip and edge rapier are similar. All inspection is based on 

OEM service manual. 

 

The first dimensional inspection start from blade tip chord length. The second step is to 

measure the leading edge and trailing edge thicknesses. For this inspection, they 

designed gauges by consider re-pairable tolerance limits. The inspection design device 

indirectly compares the trailing edge thickness and the angle ratio with the total 

thickness of the blade tip profile. The decrease in the thickness of the trailing edge is 

proportional to the leading edge and the total thickness of the tip profile. The definition 

of the V-shape and the hole in Figure 2.10, which explains the dimensional 

measurement of the trailing edge and leading edge thickness, an edge angle in the used 

blade minimum at the maximum repairable limits. Measurements are taken from the tip 

of the blade. However, in the repair process of the preparation, the blade is cut 2 mm 

from the tip, which means an acceptable tolerance of the measured LE / TE, ensures a 

distance of 2 mm from the height of the blades to the OEM dimensions. 

 

 
Figure 2.10: Leading Edge and Thickness Inspection (Chromalloy, 2017) 

 

The measurement of the blade height (DIM.H) measure using engineer designed gages. 

The base theory of the design a gage is based on OEM service manual of the blade. 

Gage change according to blade stage, manufacture, and pattern. The measurement 

values are comparing with the OEM or customer requested values. Analysis tolerances 

between worn blade and OEM or customer request. 

 

Note: when used engines complex components repair the customer expectation will 

change due to engine condition and other related components. So, customer requirement 

can be change from 

 

 
 

Figure 2.11:  Blade Height (Dim.H) (Chromalloy, 2017) 

 

Above three type of dimensional inspection are examining minimum required 

dimension to accept the blade before going to advance measurements. In next step in 

dimensional inspection examine blade chord length variation along blade stacking axis. 
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The cord length measured at blade tip and middle cross section. The process also makes 

sure 2mm distance from tip has closer dimensions to OEM 

 
 

Figure 2.12: Blade Chord Length Deviation Inspections (Chromalloy, 2017) 

 

After chord length, dimensional inspection next inspection is focus on profile thickness 

variation. So, in this step the inspection start from 2mm down from tip cross section and 

cross section at DIM.D. figure 2.8. The measurement is focus according to the 

manufacture service manuals. The Chromalloy organization dimensional inspection 

focus on OEM defined critical deterioration areas in each blade. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.13: Thickness Inspections (Chromalloy, 2017) 

 

As a reference to Figure 2.13, the process of accumulation of blade tips begins with the 

cross-section A-A. The Thickness measurement of the blade LE/TE taken from J and L 

points because in blade edge repair process certain amount of materials are remove from 

leading and trailing edges. In dimensional inspection at cross section c-c measures the 

maximum air foil thickness. The inspection process finished after this step. Then blades 

are moves to Grinding, welding, machining and polishing.etc. The inspection process 

divide in to two stages of final and work in process inspection for tip repair and tip, 

edge blade repair. This inspection contains two method. Which are manual and 

digitization measurements using (Wiz blade CMM machine) CMM programming. 

 

Note: Wiz blade CMM, inspection process is very slow comparing to production speed. 

Digitization inspection for work in process is not practical. Avoid these bottle neck 

Chromalloy follow manual inspection systems. 
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Figure 2.14: Dimension Measurements Inspect in Digitization System  

(Chromalloy, 2017) 

 

The digitization inspection method follows the critical areas of the blade, which defined 

by the OEM service manuals. The system inspects 5 cross section of the blade and 

compare with the OEM service specifications. Figure 2.47 shows the inspection cross 

sections and dimension measurements inspect by digitization system. The number of 

cross sections and measured values are higher than manual dimensional inspection. 

Also, the digitization method is used for when blade is getting bigger or too smaller for 

handle in dimensional inspection process to avoid from human errors and design 

complex measuring equipment manufacturing costs. 

 

2.14 Robot frames coordinate systems 
 

 
 

Figure 2.15: ABB Robot Axis Coordinates 

 

In the robot controller, frames are described by location and orientation. The location of 

a frame is defined by three dimensions, x, y, and z. These three dimensions dictate 

where the origin of the frame is located. The orientation of a frame is described by four 

quatrains. Frames are used in tool definitions, tooldata, robot targets, robtargets, work 

object definitions, wobjdata, and program displacement definitions, pose. 

(ABBSmarTac, 2005) The tool frame definition describes how the Tool Center Point 

(TCP) is related to the end of the robot arm, which is related to the world frame through 

the base of the robot. A program point (robtarget) is related to a program displacement 

frame, which is related to the object frame of a work object, which is related to the user 

frame of the work object, which is related to the world frame. 
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Figure 2.16: ABB Frame Coordinate System (ABBSmarTac, 2005) 

 

Table 2.1: Frames 

 

FRAME FRAME DESCRIPTION 

P1 In the figure, P1 is a robtarget (point) frame 

Pdisp Pdisp is the current program displacement frame. 

Object Object is the object frame of the current work object. 

User User is the user frame of the current work object 

World World is the frame that all the other frames are related to in one way or another 

Robot base The Robot base is defined as the base frame of the robot. 

 

The ABB robot TIG welding process currently operated by online operation method. 

Considering the blade to blade variation the robot programming has to change 

according to each welding geometry. 

 

Table 2.2:  Semi-Automatic System Capabilities 

 

INCLUDE FEATURES EXCLUDE FEATURES 

Trans Tig 4000 power supply Feed length detection sensor at torch 

Welding remote control unit Weld guide 

Cold wire feeder Blade clamp. 

TIG robot welding torch Weld laser tracing sensor 

IRB 5 robot controller sensor control tuning 

Robot flexpendent program control tuning 

Part location search sensor  

Operator observation window  
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Figure 2.17:  Flow Chart of Present Robot operation GTAW System 

 

The present robot welding System parameter variable can be divide according to Robot 

arm integration, welding power source, and welding wire feeder. This three-main 

category variable integration are attentive in welding operation of two step or four step 

welding operation. The manual welding and robot present system use the Two step 

welding cycles. The following figure shows the typical two step welding cycle without 

wire feed and frequency. 
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Figure 2.18: Two-Step Welding Cycle in Robot GTAW 

 

Compare to manual welding two-step robot welding graph it includes starting current (I-

s) within t-s period and end current (I-E) within t-E period. Other than that, dt1 delay 

time of start wire feed and dt2 delay time of stop wire feed within and after main current 

(I-1). But in manual welding starting to end welding current controlled by manual 

welder using potential meter (pedal). So, total welding current and wire feed controlled 

by using parameter integration of above figure 2.18.  

 

2.15 Cold wire feeder and welding current parameters relation 

 

 
 

Figure 2.19: TIG Cold Wire Welding Current and Wire Feed Speed Curves 

 

The robotic welding system can follow both two steps and the four-step welding current 

cycle, however in this system only the manual system is taking advantage of the 

pulsation (Hz) of the direct current. The above figure 2.19 shows the TIG welding 

operations of the robot in two steps Diagram of the robot welding. The variable relation 

of the figure 2.19 is explained in table 2.4 below. Each of these parameter values should 

defined by user. 

 

However above variables can be managing as constant. When the welding operation 

matches with the two steps welding Cycle the following variables are directly involve 

during welding cycle. The two-step welding process can use with current pulse 

frequency or without current pulse frequency. Parameter inputs settings have to change 

according to user selection. The parameters of JSL, G-H, tAC, SPt, and I-C are 

eliminated. Because, according to the design welding work, these parameters are 
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useless. The contents of the input parameter in Table 2.3 and 2.4 are defined as the job 

number. For a defined welding process, three or four welding job numbers are 

integrated giving the final welding results. 

 

When welding with two job numbers, the welding parameter of DSL, I-E, dt2 (start job 

number) and I-s, UPS, dt1 (second job number) are not attentive during the welding 

process. 

 

Table 2.3: Power Supply and Feeder Parameters 

 

VARIABLE UNIT DESCRIPTION 

EID mm Electrode diameter 

I-s % Starting current (% of I-1) 

UPS s Upslope time from starting to main current 

I-1 Ampere Main current 

I-2 % Reduced current (only apply four step) 

DSL s Down slope time from main current to end current 

I-E % End current (% of I-1) 

JSL s Time takes for one to other job schedule 

GPr s Argon pre-flow 

G-L s Argon flow time at minimum welding current 

G-H S Argon post flow time at maximum weld current 

tAC s Pulse welding at start of tacking 

F-P Hz Frequency pulsing (1/time for 1 pulse) 

dcY % Duty cycle (I-1 time within 1/F-P period) 

I-G % Ground current 

Tri 2t/4t Two step / four step 

SPt s Spot weld time 

t-S s Start current time (I-s) 

t-E S End current time (I-E) 

Fd.1 m/min Wire feed speed 

Fd.2 

 

% 

 

With pulse(Fd.1) (Fd.2) independent, Without pulse feed speed = 

Fd.1Fd.2% 

dt.1 S Wire feed delay after main current start 

dt.2 S Wire feed delay after end main current 

Fdb mm Wire drawback after wire feed stopped 

Fdi mm/s Feeder inching 

I-c % I-1 correction range of job retrieval 

 

However, by applying a pulsation characteristic with two-stage welding, the parameter 

relationship described in Figure 2.19 Depending on the ground current (I-G) and the 

main current (I-1), Fd.1 and Fd.2 can set the separate supply rate for each current level. 

As long as it operates without a pulse function, the feeding speed of the wire of Fd1 is 

calculated as a percentage of Fd2. The following equation explains the parameter 

relation fd1 and fd2 without wire feed. 

F d:1new = F d:1F d:2% 

The fdb variable, wire withdrawal prevents the welding wire from burning at the end, 

before the welding current switch off the wire is withdrawn to set value. Somehow 

system doesn’t show the diameter of the feed wire. 
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The Cold wire feeder is integrated with the welding torch. The Cold wire feeder design 

have relation among wire diameter and the welding tungsten diameter. The Following 

table shows the robot welding wire feeder capacities. 

 

Table 2.4: Feed Wire and Tungsten Diameter 
 

FEEDER WIRE DIAMETER TUNGSTENT DIAMETER 

1.6mm 3.2mm 

1.2mm 2.4mm 

1.0mm 1.6mm 

0.8mm 1.6mm 

 

2.16 Robot motion and welding cycle relation 

 

As explained in section 2.15(Cold wire feeder and welding parameters), defined 

parameters (table 2.5 AND 2.9) setting are follows two step welding cycle (figure 2.19). 

The robot motion or welding torch start moving at End of the up-slop time. The welding 

torch motion stop at the end of the main current time. To explain the motion let consider 

short program. 

 

PROC ROUTINE () 

ArcLStart, P1, v200, Seam1, weld1, fine, TTW4500; 

ArcLEnd, P2, v200, Seam1, weld1, fine, TTW4500; 

ENDPROC 

 

In this program P1 , and P2 are defined points that represent location points defined by 

XYZ coordi-nates.(ABB, 2010). 

 

 
 

Figure 2.20: Welding Motion with Respect to Welding Cycle (ABB, 2010) 

 

(ABB, 2010)book section 7.1 Rapid reference.explains programing structure ,An arc 

welding instruction (Arc Start) is the position instruction that describe the command to 
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start welding at this location point.also each line include all information about the 

welding process, which is given through the arguments of seamdata, welddata and 

weavedata. 

 

Seam data: describes the start and end phases of a welding process. The argument Seam 

is included in all arc welding instructions so that, regardless of the position of the robot 

when the process is interrupted, a proper weld end and restart is achieved. Normally the 

same data is used in all instructions of seam. The seam data welding sequence is explain 

more details in ABB robot welding manual (ABB, 2010). 

 

Weld data: describes the weld phase of the welding process. Weld data is often changed 

from one instruction to the next along a seam. 

 

Zone: data defines how close the axes must be to the programmed position before they 

can start moving towards the next position. In the case of a fly-by point, a corner path is 

generated past that position. In the case of a stop point (fine), the movement is 

interrupted until all axes have reached the programmed point. A stop point (fine) is 

always generated automatically at the start position of a weld (even in the case of a 

flying start) and at a controlled weld end position. Fly-by points, such as z10, should be 

used for all other weld positions. Weld data changes over to the next arc welding 

instruction at the center point of the corner path (if not delayed by the delay distance 

component in the Weld argument). 

 

The tool used in the movement. The TCP of the tool is the point moved to the specified 

destination position. The z-axis of the tool should be parallel with the torch. 

 

[%WObj] The work object (coordinate system) to which the instructions robot position 

is referenced. When this argument is omitted, the robot position is referenced to the 

world 

 

coordinate system. It must, however, be specified if a stationary TCP or coordinated 

external axes are used. %WObj can be used if a coordinate system is defined for either 

the object in question or the weld seam. 

 

2.17 Trailing and leading edge GTAW motion improvement in programming 

 

Depending on the hand welding process, the process shows that the critical areas such 

as the leading edge and the trailing edge have constant thicknesses and that the welding 

current varies over time at a stable point. This observation shows manual welder 

controlled the heat by the welding current. However, on this method (semi-automatic 

welding), welding at a constant thickness is controlled by movement. 

 

When complete weld layer extends both to the manual and semi-automatic welding, 

motion and weld current bonded to each other. The deposition of the filling material is 

an intangible parameter for the robotic system to identify the welding location. 

 

Only Method to identify welding location by smart-tac program feature (ABBSmarTac, 

2005). The feature operation is calculate the distance change from user defined program 

point by do changes to (Pdisp ) current program displacement frame .Reference to Pdisp 
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the update part found point crates a offset on program (robtaret) point frame. The figure 

2.16 and table 2.1 shows the frame relation. 

 

SmarTac programming tool (defined library program) provide a simple way to search a 

part feature and apply the search results to a program displacement frame. The library 

program explains the search algorithm according to one dimensional and 

multidimensional. Multidimensional is robot search the part using one or two 

dimensional and crates offsets to the program points (robtargets). The most basic search 

is a one-dimensional search. A one dimensional search identify part offset according to 

robot moving direction (X, Y,OR Z). 

 

(Search 1D) is an instruction that is included in the SmarTac system module. Of the 

three search instructions included in the module, this is the most common. 

 

Search 1D peEX1, P1, P2, v200, tWeldGun; 

 

When program line executed, the robot makes a liner movement to the Start Point (p1). 

The TCP velocity described in Speed(v200) determines the speed of this first move. 

From the starting point P1, robot TCP moves to point p2 and passes p2 pint and stops 5 

mm from point p2. while moving P1 to p2 if the part is touch the electrode motion stop 

and robot update the current program displacement frame. This feature elaborates by 

details in (ABBSmarTac, 2005) book chapter 4 with exercises. 

 

2.18 ABB weave function 

 

The axis of the robot must explain in section 2.14. This function is used to define any 

oscillations during welding. This feature includes zigzag, V-shaped and triangular fabric 

shapes. 

 

1. No weaving 

2. Zigzag weaving 

 

 
 

Figure 2.21: Zigzag Weaving 

 

3. V-shape weaving 

 

 
 

Figure 2.22: V-Shape Weaving 
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4. Triangular Weaving 

 

 
 

Figure 2.23: Triangular Weaving 

 

In programming, the user must define the type of weaving, the shape, the length of 

weaving, the frequency, the width of the weaving, the height of the weaving. In the 

improvement of the peak profile welding, the shape of the zigzag weave was selected. 

In the form of zigzag weave, the length, frequency and width of the band are included. 

After the welding speed of the input, the frequency and length of the frame 

automatically adjust as the torch moves along the x direction. If the torch moves the 

direction to the inclination of the Y or Z direction weld weave, the orientation or center 

bias must be set. 

 

The other common advantage is the use of this function. The user can select the axis of 

the robot from the path program. 

 

Table 2.5: Robot Axis Selection According to Weaving 

 

SPECIFIC VALUES WEAVING DEFINISION 

0 Geometric weaving. All axes are used during weaving. 

1 Wrist weaving 

2 Rapid weaving. Axis 1, 2 and 3 used. 

3 Rapid weaving. Axis 4, 5 and 6 used 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.24: Weave Data Include in Rapid Programming 
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2.19 Economics 

 

The cost analysis of the semi-automatic system is based on the equation described in 

(Fan et al., 2001) AWS Handbook volume 2. The results were compared between hand 

operated welding, method followed on this thesis. Economic analysis equation flow 

 

T C = (L + OH + E + SG + P) =OF 
 
Where;  
TC =Total Cost (material deposit $/kg),  
L = Labor $/kg  
OH = Overhead $/kg  
E =  Electrode $/kg  
SG = Shield gas $/kg  
P = Power $/kg  
OF = Operator factor $/kg 

  
The main total cost calculation equation dependent equations are described in 

appendixes (10.2). 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

 

This chapter describes background of thesis methodology in order to implement and 

improve, the methodology describe flowchart 

 

 
 

 

Figure 3.1: Methodology Flowchart 
 

The overall methodology of this research and development on GTAW welding 

automation system for specific task required theoretical, practical application 

experience. 
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The thesis project is focus on a stage 8 commercial Gas turbine engine HPC blade 

turbine blade tip profile build up repair or the tip sealing due to defect (rubbing 

incursion). 

 

The introduced new developed method is based on duplicate the manual welding 

process on semiautomatic system. The research conducts two case studies of study 1; 

hand operate gas Tungsten arc welding current and speed variation (chapter 4) and 

study 2; welding torch and filler wire coordination and welder tactics (chapter 5). 

 

Whereas Hand operate GTAW DCEN phase and semi-automatic system DCEP. The 

fastest welding data of 50 seconds welding time (TE weld dot 6-8 seconds, middle 

section 28-32 seconds and leading edge of 5 to 7 seconds), mean time of process 2 

minute, weld current 20A to 45A maximum current and most experienced (10 years) 

welder tactics and torch and filler wire coordination is integrated to the semi-automatic 

system based on two case studies (Chapter 7). 

 

According to different polarity between (Fan et al., 2001) two system arc efficiency and 

welding speed relation is considered. The arc efficiency is based on simulation data of 

(Pan, 2016) and real experiment data of (Stenbacka, 2013) past researches foundlings 

(chapter 4 section 4.11). 

 

According to blade clamp position, welding cycle time, blade setup time, operator 

convenience, blade cooling and argon capturing are considered for a new fixture design 

is proposed (Chapter 6). The thesis experiments values are based on LAWS 450 liburdi 

fixture (blade clamp). 

 

Online programming is use for improve the welding motion. Coordination of filler wire 

and torch motion copied from case study 2 findings. However due to semi-automatic 

system space and blade clamp limitation be an obstacle to follow total welder motion 

and filler wire coordination. The ABB robot smart tac (ABBSmarTac, 2005) feature 

mainly attentive for welding completion. 

 

(Chapter 8)The welding quality assurance is followed according to organization 

perspectives. The quality is tested on three proposes of visual inspection on adjacent 

area, surface defects, and sub surface defects. Metallographic evaluation 

(Metallographic, determine size of HAZ, and HAZ) of weldment and adjacent area of 

the stage 8 turbine blade. The fluorescent penetrate inspection process and 

radiography(X-ray) inspection process carries to evaluate surface defects and sub 

surface defects. 

 

The Economic value analysis is based on [AWS] cost analysis criteria and the total time 

and cost are compare with semi-automatic, and hand operate system. 
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CHAPTER 4 

HAND OPERATE GTAW CURRENT BEHAVIOR CASE STUDY 

 

This chapter describes the approach to make guideline for set welding parameter in 

semi-automatic robot system. 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 

The outline of the case study is make a guide line for improve the semi-automatic 

system by observing hand operating GTAW welding current behavior during welding 

and time according to the thickness variation of the HPC blade. 

 

4.2 Background information 

 

The manual welding Parameter and weld touch motion changes during welding process 

are directly effect on weld finishing. The two-step welding cycle is the standard follows 

in manual welding. The two-step welding cycle is show in figure 4.1. In practical 

scenario starting to end the weld cycle dose not follows same as standard shape and also 

include many weld cycles due to operator, part geometry and complexity of the welding 

job. The two-step welding cycle shape mainly depend on welder current control. The 

current is controlled using pedal. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.1: Two-Step Weld Cycle (International, 2017) 

 

In two step welding cycle shown in figure 4.1 explain by using time vs current. The GPr 

time is the time period of shield gas pre-flow that cover the work piece weld region. 

End of shield gas pre-flow GPr period arc start with minimum current or start current Is. 

Then with in ts time (upslope time) the current will increase from starting (Is) to main 

(I1) current. Main current is the current use for welding process. End of the weld the 

main current (I1) drop to end current (IE) within down slop time (tdown). Then provide 

shield gas post flow (G-L) time period. 

 

Whereas main current (I1) can select by welder with range of 3 to 160 Ampere, the 

starting current remains constant of 3 Ampere.The figure 4.1 parameters are depending 

on operator vision, hand motion and current controlling coordination. 

The tip profile welding build up is generally divided into three stages (LE, center, and 

TE). Sometimes operator to operator welding current and torch movement are not 

similar. However, ut these three main welding regions that common to all manual 

welders. 
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Figure 4.2: Tip Profile Build up Steps in Hand Operated GTAW  

(International, 2017) 

 

The above profile buildup steps (TE, LE and center) are help to control even weld layer 

on blade tip profile, because random melting regions can occur due to thickness 

variation and heat dissipation. First step is make weld dot on leading edge. Then drop 

current to 3 Ampere and move electrode top of the weld dot. Then start first welding 

layer from LE to TE. This step has follows before starting every welding layer. figure 

4.2 shows the all steps of manual welding. 

 

The action of making weld dot on TE/LE is extend the weld layer and prevent melting 

LE/TE.Then continue the welding from Leading edge weld dot to Trailing edge. The 

ends of the trailing edge have five to six seconds waiting time to cooling, and make 

weld dot next to trailing edge. After make, Trailing edge dot torch waits on dot ten to 

fifteen seconds to provide enough shield gas. The purpose 

of hold torch on end point of weld line is preventing contamination, porosity and 

oxidation. The 2nd layer also starting from leading edge but making weld dot depend on 

the first layer finishing, if first layer need to extend operator will make weld dot on 

leading edge or continue welding leading edge to trailing edge and make dot end of the 

welding. The final weld height is describing according to customer or OEM service 

specifications and number of weld layers are depend on the operator and weld material 

deposition in each layer. 
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Regarding to common steps, the Practical operation of two step welding cycle is change 

due to operator experience, part geometry, selected welding current, electrode to 

workpiece distance, Tungsten tip angle, angle between electrode and wire, and specially 

operator vison. So, when observe current, welding time and finish quality is changing 

operator to operator. 

 

4.3 Hand operated GTAW  equipment 

 

Usually in GTAW operation is doing with Shade number 13 welding glass. But achieve 

accurate results changed the helmet to auto dark helmet or 6 to 13 shade auto adjustable 

helmet. This helps to welder to have clear visible weld pool during welding. 

 

The experiment based on stage 8 baled. The filler material is Inconel 718. The power 

supply TIG 200i AC/DC is the use of the manual welding operation. Following image 

(figure 3.5) shows the parameters selection of the welding power supply. Shilled gas 1.5 

bar pressure input to the power supply. Additional supply 0.5 bar of shield gas to the 

fixture. This method follows by away from contamination, oxidation and cooling work 

piece. 

 

The welding current minimum to maximum 3 160 Ampere that a just by the operator 

according to the welding job. The current type for the welding DCEN that have negative 

electrode polarity. The oxide cleaning action, not necessary, but operator point of view 

cleaning drives to better finishing. the penetration of the welding with 60-70 Dec 

electrode and 15 degree wire feed create deep, narrow penetration. The electrode 

capacity of the welding operation is 1.6mmx175mm (Tungsten, 15%Lanthanotid). 

 

 
 

Figure 4.3: Welding Power Supply (Tig200i) Hand Operated GTAW 

 

In Tip profile weld process after each twenty blades the welder takes 20-minute rest 

because waiting for blade fixture cooling and recover welder mental and physical 

strength (repetitive work). The selected welder has 10-year experience and one of 

fastest welder in station. The welder achieves required height by two welding layers. 

The average welding time takes to finish one blade is two minute. In this experiment 

wire feed rate not examined. The torch nozzle to electrode tip distance is measured as 

11mm and diameter is 1.6 mm electrode. The nozzle inner diameter is measured as 

19.8mm. The wire dimension is 1.14 x 450 mm and Inconel 718 material. 

 

The data (current) collected by video recording based on Tig 2200i AC/DC display. The 

Camera (Samsung SM-C111) is used for video record fifty-three blades welding 

current. Then use one seconds sampling time to convert continues welding data to 

discrete data to Microsoft excel. 
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4.4 Case study limitations 

 

During the welding process fifty-three blades were selected to welding cycle analysis. 

The blades participate to this case study are not weld tip profile more than four times. 

Because according to the OEM specification more than fore time welding is reduce 

blade use phase period, higher probability to appear defect, and effects on blade base 

material Crystal structure. 

 

 While welding process welder stop welding to change wire or some other reason 

interrupt on individual steps (leading edge, Trailing edge and center) observations those 

data are neglected. The blades which twisted from original shape not neglected. 

 

In this case study wire feed rate and motion coordination between feed wire and torch 

motion is not examined.  

 

The torch nozzle to electrode tip distance is measured as 11mm and diameter is 1.6 mm 

electrode. 

 

The nozzle inner diameter is measured as 19.8mm. The wire dimension is 1.14 x 450 

mm and Inconel 718 material. 

 

4.5 HPC Blade preparation 

 

As explained in literature (Chapter 2) blades must be inspecting individually to 

eliminate geometry variation effect on welding process. The blades were inspected on 

visual, geometry and dimensional. In visual inspection (section 2.10 page 16), repair of 

component wear impact defects, and cracks found on blade is count as a defect. The 

dimensional and geometry inspection stage base on original equipment manufacturer 

repair and service specifications. chord length tolerance, Trailing edge thickness and 

blade repairable height. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.4: (a) Chord Length (b) Trailing Edge Thickness (c) Blade Height 

 

In stage 8 blades inspection process the thickness measurements of Tip profile not 

consider, because smaller blades have smaller thickness variation of 0.56 mm to 2.2 mm 

maximum to minimum range. In use phase the degradation of trailing edge and blade tip 

profile thickness are proportional. The thickness measurements inspection is not 

necessary. After gone through inspection process three blades are failed on dimensional 

inspection and visual inspection. 
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Note: In manufacturing process repair can be done four times per blade. If it more than 

four times the blade is count as reject. 

 

4.6 Hand operate GTAW current data analysis 

 

As explained in section 4.0 Main Welding Steps in Hand Operated GTAW maximum to 

minimum current deviation take for separate welding current for each region with 

respect to each step. The main steps welding data were dividing based on minimum 

welding current. 

When consider the individual welding time taken for blades, welding times are random 

value (different speeds) or operator dose not weld same speed. Shows blade to blade 

time variation as show in Table 4.1. 

 

The mean value of blade layer welding is 99.905s and mode is 95s and standard 

deviation is 16. 722s.The layer welding mean time is 1 minute in hand operate GTAW. 

 

Table 4.1: Welding Speeds of Stage 8 Blades Tip Profile Layer Welding 

 

Experiment number Time(s) Experiment number Time(s) 
1 66 29 100 

2 67 30 101 

3 75 31 101 

4 76 32 101 

5 79 33 102 

6 80 34 102 

7 80 35 103 

8 82 36 104 

9 83 37 104 

10 85 38 105 

11 86 39 106 

12 89 40 107 

13 90 41 108 

14 90 42 112 

15 91 43 115 

16 92 44 118 

17 92 45 118 

18 94 46 118 

19 95 47 121 

20 95 48 121 

21 95 49 121 

22 96 50 123 

23 96 51 130 

24 97 52 141 

25 97 53 149 

26 98   

27 98   

28 100   
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4.7 Leading edge welding 
 

The time randomness is biggest obstacle to observe welding current variation. In TE 

and LE edge welding thickness are not varying with time. The main observation is 

shortest weld times have higher current and faster wire feed. According to total blade 

welding on leading edge thickness is a constant. According to different welding speeds 

categorize the data in to groups. At end of the leading edge welding the welding current 

is drops to minimum value. After that torch move to top of the welding dot and start 

blade center welding. By looking at current  changes from collect data separate in to 

groups that base on leading edge welding current and welding time. From fifty-three 

blades time periods are dividing in to main three groups as shown in table 4.3. 

 

Table 4.3:  Leading Edge Data Groups 

 

Group number Time(s) Number of experiments 

1 00:05 to 00:07 35 experiments 

2 00:08 to 00:10 11 experiments 

3 00:11 to 00:13 7 experiments 

 

In table 4.3 group 1 have thirty-five experiments and each experiment leading edge 

welding time varies from zero to seven seconds. The leading-edge welding group one 

divide to four sub groups (table 4.4). 

 

Table 4.4: Reference to Table 4.3 Group1 Subgroups 

 

Subgroup number Time(s) Number of experiments 

1 00:00 - 00:04 3 experiments 

2 00:00 - 00:05 15 experiments 

3 00:00 - 00:06 8 experiments 

4 00:00 - 00:07 9 experiments 

 

Then plot average graphs for each sub group in table 4.4 and plot average mean graph 

for the group number 1 in table 4.3. Following figure shows the plotted graphs for group 

1 in table 4.3. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.5: Leading Edge Welding Time Taken Five Seconds to Eleven Seconds 

 

The AVG 1 graph shows the overall mean graph of all 35 experiments shows in table 

4.3 group 1. The sub groups mean graphs (in table 4.4) shows in other graphs. 
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According to collect data the welder normal time for leading edge welding is between 

four to seven seconds. Because the majority (35 experiments) results were include in 

this graph. The average (AVG 01) shows the 25 Ampere maximum current and 

decrease gradually until time zero. Also, these observations are taken from starting 

period of manual process. The welder is not tired and strength of mental and physical 

factors is higher. Also, comparing to fixture heating during the time is mainly effect on 

welding time. When fixture heating, the time takes to welding is longer than starting 

time. 

The second leading edge group is Leading edge weld time taken eight second to ten 

seconds. In table 4.3 group 2 shows eleven blade experiment data. In table 3 shows the 

sub groups with eight to ten seconds welding time. 

 

Table 4.5: Reference to Table 4.3 Group 2 sub-groups 

 

Subgroup number Time(s) Number of experiments 

1 00:00 - 00:08 7 experiments 

2 00:00 - 00:09 4 experiments 

3 00:00 - 00:10 0 experiments 

 

The second main group in table 4.3 have eleven experiments show in table 4.5 and it 

includes two sub groups. The average graph of eight seconds to ten seconds leading 

edge welding shows in following figure. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.6: Graph Leading Edge Welding Eight to Ten Seconds Time 

 

The experiment results were based on eleven experiments (table 4.3 group 2) and 

welding time is longer than group 1 table 4.3 experiments. The graph (AVG 00:08) 

shows the leading-edge welding mean current graph of table 4.5 sub group1 with seven 

experiments. The graph (AVG 00:09) shows the leading-edge welding mean current 

graph of table 4.5 sub group 2 with four experiments. The AVG 02 graph shows the 

leading-edge welding mean current variation of table 4.5 group 2 or overall mean 

current of graph (AVG 00:09) and (AVG 00:08). 

 

When fixture is getting heat up and welder closer to 20 blades the welding graphs shows 

longer welding time and welding current is varies during welding. Because of the 

fixture closer to higher temperature or heat more than 50 degree Celsius it is hard to 

control constant welding. According to the welding graph AVG 02 welder start the 

current between 20 to 25 Ampere and try to keep welding current on 20 Ampere until 

finish the welding.  
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The third main group in table 4.3 is eleven to thirteen seconds welding time taken 

during trailing edge welding. This group result observed with seven experiment results. 

The table 4.6 shows table 4.3 group three sub groups. 

 

Table 4.6: Reference to Table 4.3 Group 3 Sub-groups 

 

Subgroup number Time(s) Number of experiments 

1 00:00 - 00:11 4 experiments 

2 00:00 - 00:12 3 experiments 

3 00:00 - 00:13 0 experiments 

 

According to each data set in table 4.6, the average current values are calculated for 

each group and plot the graph. The graph shows the leading-edge average welding 

graphs of table 4.3 group 3 or table 4.6 data. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.7: Graph Leading Edge Welding Eleven to Thirteen Seconds Time 
 

The graph (AVG 00:00-00:11) shows the table 4.6 sub group 1 mean current variation 

of four blade experiments. The graph (AVG 00:00 -00:13) shows the table 4.6 subgroup 

2 mean current variation of three blade experiments. The AVG 03 show the mean graph 

of graph (AVG 00:00 -00:11) and (AVG 00: 00 00:13). 

 

As a result of observing graph AVG 03 can be conclude two observations that saw in 

practically. Those are the welder is physically tired and fixture is reach in to not 

workable point. This happens when process reach to 20 blades. Managing welding pool 

is harder than the beginning and welder getting tired or physical conditions is directly 

effect on the graphs results. 

 

According to the graph current variation welder start from 20 Ampere welding current 

and make welding dot. Then start from 10 Ampere and make weld pool at 25 Ampere 

and improve the weld dot 

.Again starting from 20 Ampere welder create welding pool and improve the weld dot 

.The random-ness of the current changes are higher .The observation can be conclude 

that leading edge welding dot creates depend on three improvement steps. 
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4.8 Hand operate GTAW HPC blade center welding 

 

Reference to section 4.2 figure 4.2. Before blade center welding has two or three second 

waiting time by drop the welding current to minimum current and move arc to top of the 

leading-edge weld dot. The total center welding time is change blade to blade. It is the 

largest time takes to Tip buildup per layer. In blade center welding data explanation can 

do by time, current and Thickness variations. 

 

The thickness variation through convex length of the blade is common because all 

blades have same geometry and thicknesses. Reference to section 2.14 in chapter 2 the 

trailing edge thickness degradation is proportional to blade overall thickness 

degradation. So, if measured trailing edge thickness is within repairable tolerance of 

zero to 0.56 mm those blades are equal. The chord length tolerance. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.8: Commercial Gas Turbine Engine Stage 8 Blade  

Leading Edge to Trailing Edge con-vex Length Vs Thickness 

 

Consider different weld speed variations the collected data where categorized to three 

different groups. The weld time of these different groups as follows. 

 

Table 4.7: HPC Blade Center Welding Current Parameter Grouping 

 

Group number Time(s) Number of experiments 

1 00:28s to 00:32s 12 experiments 

2 00:33s to 00:37s 13 experiments 

3 00:38s to 00:42s 15 experiments 

 

Then take average value of each group and plot graph with respect to time. In blade 

center welding stage torch moves from trailing edge to leading edge. So, blade thickness 

not constant. Also, the welding speeds are changing according to operator physical 

condition and fixture temperature. To take observations, the graphs plotting is based on 

time and current (Table 4.7). 

 

According to Table 4.7 Parameter grouping blade center welding experiment data are 

divide in to three groups. The first group includes 12 experiments and this group 

includes 00:00 to 00:32 and 00:00 to 00:28s time taken to finish blade center welding. 

The second group explains 13 experiments with 00:00 to 00:33s and 00:37s time taken 
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to finish welding. The last group shows 15 experiments with 00:00 to 00:38 and 00:00 

to 00:42s time taken to finish HPC blade center welding results. 
 

 
 

Figure 4.9:  Parameter Grouping Group Number 1 Welding Graph 

 

The above graph explains 15 experiment results during 00:00s to 00:32s time. In this 

graph red line shows the mean current graph from 15 blade experiments. This graph 

shows the shortest time comparing to other two time groups in table 4.7. The graph 

includes 15 experiment results. Starting from leading edge dot 25 Ampere the current is 

increased with blade thickness and maximum current shows at center of the blade of 40 

Ampere. Then moving to trailing edge the current is gradually decreased. 

 

Comparing to weld length variation with time the distance travel 00:26 to 00:29 is 19.5 

to 26 mm. Reference to Graph (4.8 convex length from leading edge to trailing edge Vs 

thickness) shows thick-ness down peak from leading edge to trailing edge distance. As a 

result of this thickness drop in 19.5 to 26mm from leading edge distance, the welding 

current also drops with time between 00:26s to 00:29s. (figure 4.9) The mean current 

behavior is directly proportional with blade thickness changes. 
 

 
 

Figure 4.10:  Parameter Grouping Group Number 2 Welding Graph 

 

Above graph shows 13 experiment results. Those 13-experiment data were included in 

to 00:33 to 00:37s class. The red line shows the mean graph of those 13-experiment data 

that shows the welding current variation through leading edge to trailing edge. The 

comparing to the figure 4.11 the starting current (25 Ampere) and maximum current (40 
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Ampere) shows similar behavior, but after moving from center to trailing edge welding 

graph is show noise than previous welding mean figure 4.11. The reason can be 

observed by practically. In the blade tip profile, thinnest area is blade trailing edge area. 

When the blade fixture getting hot trailing edge region heats very fast. So while welding 

welder have to give extra time and effort to control weld pool when blade is turning 

heat up from trailing region during process time. 

 

  
 

Figure 4.11: Parameter Grouping Group Number 3 Welding Graph 

 

In figure 4.12 shows the welding current variation in Table 4.7 Parameter grouping 

group 2 welding graph. The group 2 conclude as 00:42 to 00:38 s time taken for the 

HPC blade center welding. 

 

The group is including 12 blade experiment data. The red line shows the mean current 

value of all 12-experiment data. This graph shows the longest time HPC blade center 

welding time. The blade fixture is reaching to highest temperature. The welder has to 

put extra effort to manage welding pool during the welding. Most of the times this 

pattern can observe when welder close to 20 blades welding. According to 12 

experiment data variation mean current behavior is quite complex to explain. The 

welder welding current behavior directly effect by external factor (fixture temperature). 

Also, welder physical condition such that when he reach to 20 blades felt tired with 

repeatable work, eyes and body getting tired. 

 

Note: While collecting (HPC blade center welding) data, if welder stops for changing 

the feed wire or any disturbance interrupt the welding those data are rejected. 

 

4.9 HPC Blade trailing edge welding 

 

From fifty-three blades welding forty-two blades were selected to collect data. The 

other 11 blades were neglected due to interrupts while welding process. Considering 

welding time periods collected data were dividing in to eight groups. Table 4.8 shows 

Trailing edge welding time groups. Considering total welding process trailing edge 

thickness is a constant, but in welding process trailing edge is the finish step. The end of 

the blade center welding trailing edge is build up. The main obstetrical is separate the 
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welding data. The reason for dividing in to eight groups is trailing edge welding current 

variation or noise and it might difficult to explain the observation. 

 

Table 4.8: HPC Blade Trailing Edge Welding Time Groups 

  

Group number Time(s) Number of experiments 

1 00:06s 6 experiments 

2 00:07s 4 experiments 

3 00:09s 9 experiments 

4 00:10s 5 experiments 

5 00:11s 7 experiments 

6 00:12s 4 experiments 

7 00:13s 4 experiments 

8 00:17s 3 experiments 

 

 
 

Figure 4.12: Parameter Grouping Group Number 1 Welding Graph 

 

In above graph shows six experiment values (table 4.8 group 1) weld within 00:06 

minutes. The red line (AVG 00:00 -00:06) shows the mean current variation of six 

experiments. According to the observation on 5 experiments have similar shapes but 

experiment number 50 (EX50) shows one peak with maximum current with 40 Ampere. 

According to practical observation this data can be a happened when Tungsten tip edge 

oxidation. If tungsten tip edge has oxide, from outer look it cannot observe or visible. 

When end of the center welding the welder is drop the current to minimum value. The 

possibility of torch switch off is higher. To turn on the torch welder have to give bigger 

pilot current to start arc or knock the Tungsten on fixture to break oxide on Tungsten 

tip. The trailing edge welding is always show current variation, because trailing edge is 

the thinnest region (0.56 mm) and welding on the point is very difficult. 
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Figure 4.13: Parameter Grouping Group Number 2 Welding Graph 

 

Above graph shows the welding current of Table 4.8-time group number 2. The red line 

(AVG 00:00 -00:07) is the mean graph of four experiments. Comparing to group 2 

graph the only different is one seconds different. Behavior of welding current during 

welding is similar to group 1 experiment graph. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.14:  Parameter Grouping Group Number 3,4,5,6,7, and 8 Welding 

Graphs 

 

In graph 4.16 shows graph (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (f) and (g) mean welding current 

variation of table 4.8 group 3,4,5,6,7 and 8. The red line of each graph shows the mean 

current of each group of experiments 

 

in table 4.8 The observation results cannot be explaining individually but in generally 

the longer time takes when fixture getting hot and also thickness of the trailing edge is 

0.56mm. All the time the trailing edge welding start at end of the blade center welding 

so the trailing edge is always hot and completing welding dot shows current changes 

from minimum to maximum with lots of noise. 
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4.10 Welding current polarity and welding speed relation between two systems 

 

The hand operated GTAW process current polarity is DCEN and the semi-automatic 

system is DCEP current phase. According to the polarity different the heat transfer 

efficiency is a most important factor, because when copies hands operate GTAW 

current and speed parameters to semi-automatic system the polarity of electrode directly 

effect to input or heat transfer to the specimen. So, welding current and speed must 

consider according to arc efficiency ratio. (Pan, 2016) Research fondants show that the 

highest arc temperature remains almost unchanged in electrode DCEP and DCEN, but 

arc shape is more spread in DCEP than DCEN. Also, the research concludes that arc 

efficiency is 85.9% in DCEN and 72.5%inefficiency in DCEP phase. From total thermal 

energy majority is generate from arc and remaining generate from electrode. Portion of 

total energy lost to environment and the remaining is transfers to specimen. 

 

(Stenbacka, 2013) compare the published literature from 1955 to 2011 about arc 

efficiency. Reference to (Stenbacka, 2013) author reviews in figure 2.4 chapter 2 

section 2.4 (Cantin & Francis, 2005) findings show DCEP arc efficiency range between 

0.76 to 0.89 and DCEP with range of 0.52 to 0.63. The current range researcher 

experiment is 100A to 200A. 

 

According to the past researches findings the GTAW arc welding polarity, Voltage 

current and welding speed relation are important when duplicate the hand operate 

GTAW parameters to semi-automatic system. (Fan et al., 2001) Regarding to arc 

efficiency equation 2.8 in chapter 2 section 2.4 is use for calculate the welding speed for 

semi-automatic system. The voltage difference between DCEN and DCEP system have 

approximately 2v (Pan, 2016), but it depends on gap between torch and specimen. For 

this calculation consider that voltage is equal. The arc efficiency values are taken from 

(Pan, 2016) and (Cantin & Francis, 2005) findings. The objective of this calculation is 

make equal heat input of both DCEN and DCEP phase by adjusting the speed. The net 

heat input and welding speed are inversely proportional. In following figure table (4.17) 

known values are arc efficiency and welding speed of hand operate GTAW. The 

calculate values are the semi-automatic welding speeds. The fastest calculated welding 

speed is 1.0 mm/s (60mm/min) basis on the past researcher findings. This welding 

speed is selected for improve the proposed method. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.15: Semi-Automatic Welding Speed Calculation Table to Adjust Equal 

Net Heat Input for Both DCEP and DCEN Phases 
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CHAPTER 5 

HAND OPERATE GTAW TORCH COORDINATION CASE STUDY 

 

This chapter describes case study of GTAW torch motion, filler wire coordination and 

welding tactics in order to improve thesis methodology. 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 

Generally, in hand operated GTAW process include main three steps but in process 

cycle those the steps follow continuously or loop one after another. The three section 

are Leading Edge Trailing edge and blade center welding. All of these cases the 

coordination between filler wire and GTAW torch is very important. Generally, when 

welding straight line on flat surface keep 70 to 80-degree torch angle and 10 to 20-

degree feed wire angle is enough to maintain proper weldment. However, specimen 

required welding task, geometry, and frame of welding process is effect on electrode 

and filler coordination. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.1: Side View of Hand Operate Welding Summery of  

Tungsten and Filler Coordination 

 

The HPC blade Tip profile GTW process the welder torch motion similar with writing 

on paper by pen. The GTAW torch holding ergonomics design is based on flection, 

extension, pronation, supination and deviation movement of hand and wrist. However, 

in this particular operation all of these movements are necessary to complete the 

welding. 

The above figure 5.1 shows the side view summery of motion in hand operate GTAW 

tungsten and filler wire coordination in welding process. In this case study, main focus 

was to identify each steps of coordination welder follows in welding operation. The tip 

profile geometry based on stage 8 turbine blade and more than 100 blade were 

examining. Also, the Profile build is up learned and practice with manual 10-year 

experience welder. 

 

5.2 Hand operate GTAW process torch and filler coordination 

 

The hand operated GTAW starting from leading edge of the blade. In figure 5.1 explain 

the torch and wire angles changing with welding position or locations on blade tip 

profile of turbine blade geometry. The starting arc location is 3 to 4mm away from 

leading edge with 60 to 70-degree torch angle (number 1 show in figure 5.1). While 

torch is moving from start point (number 1 in figure 5.1) to edge of the leading edge the 
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welder make small ball end of the filler wire before reach the number 2 location in 

figure 5.1. Because welder wants to be away from blade edge melting and crate proper 

weld height to continue welding. Creating small ball on filler wire is more explain on 

following figure. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.2: Prevent Leading Edge Melting by Make Small Ball 

While Torch Move to Leading Edge from Start Point 

 

In figure 5.1 number 2 to 3 welder make weld dot on leading edge and move the torch 

top of the welding dot and continue welding layer. Then as shown in figure 5.1 number 

3 to 14 the angle of the torch is increase gradually 60 to 80 degree and filler angle is 

decrease close to zero. At number 14 ,15 and 16 welders create a weld dot on the 

trailing edge. 

 

5.3 Hand operate GTAW blade center welding torch and filler coordination 

 

Start from leading edge until reach to blade trailing edge the welder cover the total area 

of blade center.Whereas welder make sure the weld pool radius touch both concave line 

and convex line of the blade.So comparing to each welder the method they follow is 

different.Mainly have two methods first one is wait one point until weld pool touch both 

concave and convex line of the blade and move forward.The second method is while 

moving leading edge to trailing edge move torch snidely between two boundary lines of 

concave and convex lines. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.3: Motion Method of Weld Pool Completion 

while Welding Leading Edge to Trailing Edge 
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5.4 Extend welding layer from leading edge or trailing edge 

 

 
 

Figure 5.4: Motion Method of Weld Pool Completion 

while Welding Leading Edge to Trailing Edge 

 

The extend of weld layer is different , striating of the welding make weld dot on leading 

edge is to prevent melting the leading edge.The end of center welding at trailing edge 

the welder extend the weld layer .in figure 5.1 number 13 of filler wire and number 16 

tungsten is shows the coordination of electrode and filler wire when weld layer 

extend.At each leading and trailing edge the motion of the tungsten is change side to 

side of blade convex and concave side.Also while electrode is moving side to side it 

move out from the each edge.But wire feed direction is not change.The reason of torch 

move side to side is away from discontinuity. 

 

 
Figure 5.5: Weld Layer extend With Electrode Side to Side Motion  

and without Electrode Motion 

 

5.5 Conclusions 

 

The hand operator maintains welding by manage the arc length of 3 mm. The important 

of manage proper arc length is it result on the width of the final weldment. 

The welding motion and technique are not equal among welders, it deepens on welder 

skills, practice, ergonomics relation between equipment. Selecting a welder (10 year 

experienced) and follow the welding method. The learned method is practices and 

experimented. 
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CHAPTER 6 

HPC BLADE CLAMPING AND FIXTURE DESIGN CONCEPT 

 

This chapter describes the proposed planning in order to implement and improve my 

methodology for blade positioning. 

 

6.1 Problem statement 

 

As regards the welding process, the elimination of variable parameters and welding by 

welding robot, the design of the positioning device is one of the main objectives of this 

project 

 

6.2 Scope 

 

1. HPC Blade positions the reference point of the robot arm. 

2. Limitation of tip accumulation and final weld height 

3. Convenient operator to install the blade 

 

6.3 Development of the design concept of blade clamping tool 

 

In the present welding system, there is no blade clamp for robotic welding process. The 

GTAW blade clamping tool and the plasma arc tightening tool were examined to 

establish a guideline for this design of the accessory. The method of tightening the 

pretreatment and post-treatment blade is also observed as the blade preparation, 

grinding. The main design objectives of the GTAW blade clamping tool and plasma 

welding take into account the cooling rate, the variation in the size of the blade, 

practical for handling the blade clamping tool Prevent the blade from deforming during 

welding and avoid damaging the blade during tightening. 

 

In the blade size of manual blade welding, identification is important because if the 

camping force is not enough to hold the blade in play to damage the event due to the 

clamping force factor, make sure that an additional support on the dovetail must hold 

the blade. it’s hard to hold bigger blades. Note, in accordance with the rules, 

confidential organization information such as tools and gauges not displayed. 

 

But the main expected output of the project is to automate the robot welding system 

using the manual welding operation technology. The quality of the final welding is 

related to the cooling rate, the argon flow of the apparatus. In order to maintain proper 

control of the temperature and the flow of argon laminar can allow faster welding and 

good quality. The project plan consists of using current plasma apparatuses for robot 

welding and improving the tool by considering observation in practice. The purpose of 

the new fixture;  
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Figure 6.1: Top View of Design Fixture Idea 

 

6.4 Fixture design requirements 

 

The grinding process of the blades is driven by pre-preparation of the welding and after 

welding. In the tip welding process, the accumulation height must be adapted or similar 

to the total height of the original or new blade. 

 

For that welding blade grinding process, it follows a reference height for each type of 

blades. Section 4.5 figure 4.4 (C) (DIM. H) height is measured height for original blade. 

But, in particular, the size (DIM.H) of the blade is requested by the customer. 

 

6.5 Concept design of clamping change of blade clamping with process 

 

In the design of blade clamp tool for robot welding machines, it is preferable to 

compare each blade clamp related to the process, such as size measurement and clamp 

on the grinding device, the pre-blade by grinding the profile of the end or cut two 

millimeters from the top, welding accumulation by blade tip, welded layer rough 

grinding, grind / polishing or machining. 

 

  
 

Figure 6.2: Fixtures Varies with the Operation Flow Pre-and Post-Operation, 

Conduct with Welding Process 
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6.6 Designed fixture concept 

 

 
 

Figure 6.3: HPC Blade Attachment Tool for a Common Reference Guide for the 

Tip of the Electrode and the Leading Edge of the Blade 

 

Due to the height of the blade used, it may be inadequate. Depending on the tip weld 

reinforcement layer, it is important to know the starting height of the blade. Also, how 

much welding layer height needed to weld. As explained in Figure 6.3, the end point of 

the rod (clamping and robot reference guider) that touches the leading edge of the blade 

will be the reference point of the blade tightening and will be a common reference point 

for the tip of the electrode and Blade clamp. This stop rod offers an additional 

advantage of maintaining a 1 mm tightening height surface to blade tip. 

 

6.7 Avoid deformation of the blade by the clamping pressure during  welding 

 

 
 

Figure 6.4: Temperature Control Methods Used to Avoid Weld Discontinuity  

and Improve Repeatability 

 

Depending on the heat source of the welding process, nearly 350 C to 500 C. During the 

welding operation in 350 C to 500 C and while changing blades, cooling blade clamp 

back to starting temperature is very important.Before welding the starting temperature 

of the blade clamp must remain at room temperature, otherwise the welding parameter 

which does not show the expected results, it may show a discontinuity.The cooling rate 

of the blade clamp from the maximum temperature to the ambient temperature is 

important because if the cooling rate is too fast, it affects the micro blade structure. 
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The Argon capture chamber protects the gas inclusion ferocity of the blade during 

welding.In addition, this helps another advantage in accelerating the welding 

operation.When welding at the tip of the blade without an argon chamber limits the 

welding speed, dynamic welding without the addition of argon to a part must be used, 

the flow rate and the welding speed are inversely and directly proportional for the 

quality of the welding.But in this design blade covered with a box and filled with 

argon.It is an advantage to increase the speed of the welding speed as well as the 

processing time. 

 

6.8 Fix blade positioning for path generation 

 

The limitation of the space inside the robot cell and the variation of floor that this 

design follows all corresponds in one concept. After attaching the dovetail of the blade 

to the clamp, it must have the freedom to move the XYZ direction. The dovetail clamp 

of the blade grinding device and the weld clam are identical. Because the height 

referenced using the master (DIM.H) 

 

 
 

Figure 6.5: XYZ Directional Positioning 

 

6.9 Fixture operation manual 

 

Robot program calibration. 

 

 
 

Figure 6.6: Blade Fixture Dovetail Axis Assembly 

 

1. Remove two Z NUT and take out the Dovetail axis assembly show in figure and put 

it on a flat surface 
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2. Remove bolt X (figure 6.7) and fix the dovetail table with respect to blade stage 

3.  Lose the Dovetail bolt 

4. Install the master dovetail between pressure face guider. 

5. Move master dovetail until it touches the dovetail stopper. 

6. Screw tight the dovetail bolt firmly 

7. Fix the Dovetail axis assembly with Znut and Zbolt. 

 

 
 

Figure 6.7: X Axis Assembly 

 

 
 

Figure 6.8: Y Axis Assembly   

 

8.  Adjust the X and Y axis by Xbolt and Ybolt to master tip center coincide with point 

R 

9.  Rotate Znut until Point R and master tip center point tangential 

10. Move the electrode (tungsten tip) until tangential to point k. (record the z value)  

 

Note: once referencing the master height, it is recorded in robot program. 

 

6.10 HPC blade welding operation 

 

1. Remove bolt X (figure 4.23) and fix the dovetail table with respect to blade stage 

2. lose the Dovetail bolt 
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Figure 6.9: Fixture Assembly Dovetail 

 

3. Install the blade dovetail between pressure face guider. 

4. Move blade dovetails until it touches the dovetail stopper. 

5. Screw tight the dovetail bolt firmly 

6. Adjust the X and Y positions by Xbolt and Ybolt until coincide the Leading edge 

with  

    point R 

7. Rotate Znut until LE tangential with point R 

8. Move the electrode (tungsten tip) until tangential to point k. (record the z value) 

 

  
Figure 6.10: Fixture Assembly 

   

9. Modify the point in the robot program. 

10. Move the robot back to home position. 

11. Clamp the blade using spring loaded lever (A) 

12. Run the program 

 

Note: robot program self calculates the height difference and the buildup welding layer  

         by layer until it matches the height difference. 
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CHAPTER 7 

PROPOSED METHOD FOR SEMI AUTOMATIC GAS  

TUGSTENT ARC WELDING 

 

This chapter describes how two case study findings integrate on semi-automatic system 

and optimum welding program in order to improve thesis methodology. 

 

  
 

Figure 7.1: Welding program proposed for Semi-Automatic Welding System 

 

The final program proposed semi-automatic system from startup, it checks the argon 

flow, safety switches, electrode water cooler and welding power supply. If one of the 

lists is not attend, the program indicates an error notification. The final program points 

were displayed in Appendices section 10.1 (figure 10.1). After verifying the conditions 

if the robot is good for handling the graphical user interface created, there are three 

options for Blade 1, Blade 2 and NONEED. When the user selects Blade 1 or Blade 2 

robot moves to the called blade clamp (program in chapter 10 figure 10.3). No need for 
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robot moves to the starting position. When the robot reaches the GUI range of the blade 

clamp, indicate how many layers or cycles should be welded (Figure 10.5 chapter 10). 

The operator must choose the number of layers required. 

 

 
 

Figure 7.2: Filler Wire Edge Burn End of Weld Arc 

 

Then, the robot searches the location of the blade clamp by an intelligent tac tool (smart 

tac tool explains in chapter 2 section 2.17). Finding the location of the blade clamping 

from the X and Y directions relative to the global coordinate of the robot. Then, 

depending on the adjustment of the adjustment clamp of the X and Y welding system, 

the settings or program points are adjusted. (Program explained display in 

APPENDICES) 

 

 
 

Figure 7.3: Correction of Multidimensional Distance Offset  

at Program Points (ABBSmarTac, 2005) 

 

After adjustment of the welding robot, the robot moves to start welding, but during the 

welding controller two parallel emergencies stop and welding programs are executed. 

Emergency stop is for if there is collision, arc do not occur, electrode touch the weld 

pool or the molten filler material and safety alarm switches during the welding process. 

 

Creating a trailing edge weld dot is the first step in the welding program. The 

coordination of the welding points of the electrode and the wire is followed in a manner 

similar to that of manual welding. 
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Figure 7.4: Program Step of Creating a Weld Dot on the Trailing Edge Weld Point 

 

When the arc starts, the wire touches the trailing edge as shown in the figure. The angle 

between the profile of the working blade tip and the filling wire is 60 to 70 degrees. As 

soon as the arc begins, the welding torch remains 5 seconds with 0.6 m / min filler feed 

rate. Then, the electrode moves 3 mm from the trailing edge and moves up the trailing 

edge with clockwise direction. In this point, the electrode is perpendicular on the tip 

surface. When moving in a clockwise direction, the angle of the filling wire is reduced 

by 20 to 30 degrees. The end of this motion robot creates the point of welding on the 

trailing edge. From start to finish of the weld dot creation on the trailing edge used 1 

mm / s of welding speed with 25 Ampere. 

 

 
 

Figure 7.5: Program Step of Weld on the Blade Middle Section 

 

From the last point, welding continues at 4mm distance. Increase the current to 45 

amperes and weld the central part of the blade with 0.8 mm/s weld speed. During 

welding on the middle section, the filler wire at the angle of the blade surface is reduced 

by 20 to 15 degrees. But the end of the blade center welding 4mm from leading current 

is reduce to 25 Ampere. Starting from trailing edge dot the electrode motion is same as 

the figure 5.3 (chapter 5 section 5.3). However, in the robot system, the filler wire and 

the electrode are in a single frame, so that as the electrode moves laterally, the wire also 

follows the electrode. As a result of the manual welding operation, the end point of the 

blade makes the final welding point. However, in this case, the robot welds the trailing 

edge to the leading edge, but the technique is the same. When welding the middle of the 

blade tip when the electrode reaches the leading edge, the torch moves clockwise until 

the filler wire is horizontal on the surface of the blade. The tip of the blade. 
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Figure 7.6: Program Step of Creating a Weld Dot on the Leading-Edge Weld Point 

 

After reaching the end point, stop welding arc and wait for 5 seconds. Start at the last 

point, move the torch away from the leading edge 2-3 mm and back up to the leading 

edge 2-3 mm until complete leading edge weld dot. The explained program of total 

blade welding of trailing edge dot, center and leading edge dot welding is show in 

figure 10.8 in APPENDICES. Complete the weld layer not enough. Depending on the 

grinding, milling and polishing process, the solder layer extends on both edges is 

required. The use of offset distance measurement (ABBSmarTac, 2005) for the welding 

layer process extends. In the weld layer, extend the first focus to the trailing edge. With 

respect to the leading-edge trailing edge have the lower temperature. The chapter 5 

section 5.4 weld layer extend motion method is directly applied. However, in the robot 

programming search distance must use because after each layer extension, the robot 

must find the new location point after the filler deposition. 

 

As shown in the following figure, the robot of the weld layer after the passage 

approaches the position of the trailing edge. Then search for the part by moving it until 

the electrode touches the part. As soon as the electrode touches the specimen small 

current appears, it flows the electrode to specimen. The distance is calculated by the 

robot and then measures the location of the part. Depending on the location measured, 

the programmed welding point is rearranged and the welding process begins. This 

process occurs until the weld layer extends to the search length defined in the program 

(APPENDICES figure 10.7). Note that the ABB tool of (ABBSmarTac, 2005) for 

searching and updating program points is explained in section 2.17 chapter 2. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7.7: Program Step of Extend Weld layer on the Trailing Edge Weld Point 

with application of SmarTac Part Search Tool 
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 Figure 7.8: Program Step of Extend Weld layer on the Leading-Edge Weld Point 

with application of SmarTac Part Search Tool 

 

The number of layers is calculated in the program using the counter. When the operator 

enters the number of layers required to weld the welding program, each program cycle 

is counted and each welding cycle or layer counts a decremented. 
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7.1 The welding current flow program of the blades 

 
 

Figure 7.9: Blade Weld Current Flow and Program Point Relationship 

 

Above weld current diagram explains the relationship between each welding step 

explained in Chapter 4. The welding parameter (APPENDICES figure 10.2 and table 

10.1) integration step used the fastest welding data found in case study 1, used for each 

welding step. Focusing on the leading-edge weld in Figure 7.6. The fastest welding 

parameters are explained in section 4.7. The fastest weld time of the leading edge is five 

to seven seconds and refers to Section 4.7, Figure 4.5. The welding current is 25 Amps 

used by the welder to create the leading-edge weld point. These results of the current 

and welding movement are duplicated on the robot welding system. However, the 

welding speed varies depending on the current polarity between the manual welding 

system and the robot (explained in chapter 4, section 4.10). 

 

From the main current weld of 25 Amps on the leading edge at the end of the center 

blade welding. To avoid melting of the 2.5 Hz peak pulse frequency, one uses. So, 
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every 0.4 seconds, the current drops to the ground current (I-G) of 12.5 Amps, and weld 

speed of 1 mm/s. 

 

Focusing on the blade center part weld in Figure 7.6, as explained in Section 4.8 of 

Chapter 4, welding to the blade center part is the greatest time taken in the welding 

process. By following the manual welder, choose the fastest weld current graph (Figure 

4.9 in Section 4.8). The fastest center of blade welding is from twenty-eight seconds to 

thirty-two seconds. The maximum current is 45 Amps, but the welding current depends 

on the weld location. As shown in Figure 4.9, Section 4.8, the welding current is 

divided into regions. Next, two welding currents of 45 Amps and 25 Amps are selected. 

The three regions are 4 mm from the leading edge and the trailing edge at the center and 

middle blade region, as shown in Figure 7.6. 

 

The creation of a trailing edge weld point is based on the fastest trailing edge weld test 

values in Section 4.9 of Chapter 4. The fastest welding speed to make the trailing edge 

dot of the blade is six seconds with a current of 22 to 25 amperes. Are used for the robot 

welding system. Figure 4.12 in Section 4.9 of Chapter 4 explains the basis of the 

experimental graph for the parameters in the trailing edge dot. 

 

The feed rate of the filler wire does not study case studies 1 and 2. The developed 

system allows the feeding speed of the filling wire to be adjusted by trial and error 

method. Due to different welding currents of 45 to 25 amperes, the remote pulse of the 

weld discontinuity must be used. Because when the welding current changes for each 

other, the current space gives discontinuity results. Therefore, the common ground 

current (I-G) 12.5 Amp is used to create the weld layer (Figure 7.6) 

 

Note the parameters of the blade weld set and the program is shown in the appendix. 
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CHAPTER 8 

EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 

 

This chapter describes my experiments and results in order to evaluate the quality, time 

and cost com-paring to Hand operate welding process. 

 

8.1 Reference metallurgic results of hand operate welding 

 

The figure below explains the results of the metallographic welding test by manual 

welding. The measurements of the image dimensions are considered as the reference for 

comparing the semi-automatic welding results. Hand operate welding single layer 

welding height for stage 8 blade is conclude as 2.57 mm. The value of the heat effect 

zone is 0.02 mm. The weld height and width ratio, thickness and width of the blade 

were calculated. (H/W = 0.947, W/T =1.618) 

 

 
 

Figure 8.1: Reference Metallurgic Results of Hand Operate Welding 

 

8.2 Metallographic evaluation 

 

Metallographic assessments focused on solidity, non-metallic inclusions distribution, 

location and depth of the heat effect zone, and metallurgy are the assessment of the final 

welding results f the semi-automatic system. The welding hardness test does not 

evaluate. 

 

To observe the structure, electro etching is applied to the surface reveals the raw 

structure and configuration of the weld bed using the electrolyte: 10% H3PO4, 10% 

oxalic acid with 2.3 V. This process helps to observe the pores, cracks and inclusions 

best observed on the polished surface. The 5x magnification used for classified 

microscope. The evaluations are based on American Society for Test Materials (ASTM 

E 3.). 

 

As elaborate parameters in figure 10.2 and 10.1 table (Appendices) the welding current 

of 25 and 45 ampere welding regions are examined. The following figure shows the 

selected weld bed cutting regions. 

 

Two stages8 turbine blades were used for the evaluation. A blade (sample B) is not use 

for not accepted for metallographic evaluation, because surface burned cause of the 
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electro etching process. The sample B observed image are illustrate in figure 10.13 in 

appendices. 

 
 

 Figure 8.2: Reference Metallurgic Results of Weld Bed Cutting Regions 

 

 

  
 

Figure 8.3: Metallurgic Results of Blade Trailing Edge  

Welding Semi-Automatic System 
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Figure 8.4: Metallurgic Results of Blade Middle Section  

Welding Semi-Automatic System 

 

Comparison with reference image 8.1 The weld symmetry of the weld bed is not 

deviated to one side and the length of the heat affected zone is greater. This means that 

welding heat and penetration are not acceptable. The area affected by heat must be at 

least 0.02 mm. Parameterization of the results on the trailing edge does not correspond 

to the results of 100% quality. 

 

The middle section of the weld shows that the minimum height compared with the 

trailing edge and the leading edge and reaches a weld height of 3 mm. The porosity 

calculation area is considered due to the location of the porosity and the percentage 

value. If it is less than 1 % and is closer on the limit of the surface results were 

accepted. Following figure shows the followed equation to evaluate the results. 
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Figure 8.5: Metallurgic Results of Blade Leading Edge  

Welding Semi-Automatic System 

 

 
 

 Figure 8.6: Metallurgic Results of Blade Leading Edge welding  

Semi-Automatic System 

 

According to the results of the single-layer welding, the porosity is located at the edge 

of the cut surface of the blade and the area affected by heat (0.02 mm ¡¡ HAZ), the 

parameters have been validated as unacceptable. Based on results the recommended 

reason for improve the result is applying additional argon shielding, reduce the welding 

current or increase the welding speed from 0.9 mm/s. 
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8.3 Evaluation of the quality of the stage 8 turbine welded layer on surface and   

      subsurface defects 

 

 
 

Figure 8.7: Evaluation of the Quality of the Stage 8 Turbine  

Welded Layer Subsurface Defects 

 

As illustrated in Figure 8.7, four blades are evaluated by X-ray inspection. The scope of 

the test evaluation is to examine the defects of the subsurface on the weldment. 

Depending on the results of X-rays, the blades show invisible undercut (with the naked 

eye) at the leading edge. The reason for this problem occurs when creating weld dot on 

the leading-edge filling cannot reach the molten material because the edge melts and 

passes the clamp surface of the blade clamp. The main focus areas are weld undercut, 

weld cracks, incomplete fusion, and Tungsten inclusions. 
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Figure 8.8: Evaluation of the Quality of the Stage 8  

Turbine Welded Layer Surface Defects 

 

The fluorescent penetration inspection (FPI) is a surface defect that can be observed 

from the human naked eye. In this inspection, evaluate continuous line indications, 

intermittent or interrupted line indications, small dots, rounded indication, gross and 

coarse indications. Shows a small point at the leading edge shown in Figure 8.8. The 

evaluation verifies the undercut of the X-Ray. 

 

8.4 Comparison of between manual and semi-automatic systems filling material  

      deposition on blades 

 

In this comparison, 20 slides were used to calculate the results. All weights of the blades 

were recorded and numbered before welding and after welding. 

All blade weight was calculated. As shown in Table 8.1, the details on manual arc 

welding and the weight of the robotic arc welding blades were recorded. 

The average deposit of filler material in the robotic system is 2.00 g and the manual 

welding system is 1.77 g. The difference between depositions between the two systems 

is 11.5%. 
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Table 8.1:  Weld Material Deposition Calculation 

 

SEMI AUTOMATIC GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING SYSTEM 

BLADE 

NO START WEIGHT END WEIGHT 

WEIGHT 

DIFFERENCE 

1  75.87g 77.72g 1.85g 

2  74.48g 77.00g 2.52g 

3  74.93g 77.06g 2.13g 

4  76.38g 78.42g 2.04g 

5  76.44g 78.38g 1.94g 

6  75.43g 77.52g 2.09g 

7  76.86g 78.84g 1.98g 

8  75.49g 77.39g 1.89g 

9  74.69g 76.53g 1.83g 

10 74.52g 76.53g 2.00g 

   AVERAGE WEIGHT 2.01g 

     

HAND OPERATE GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING SYSTEM 

BLADE 

NO START WEIGHT END WEIGHT 

WEIGHT 

DIFFERENCE 

1  74.52g 76.53g 2.00g 

2  75.26g 77.14g 1.87g 

3  75.22g 77.07g 1.84g 

4  75.17g 76.99g 1.81g 

5  75.13g 76.92g 1.78g 

6  75.09g 76.85g 1.76g 

7  75.04g 76.78g 1.73g 

8  75.00g 76.70g 1.70g 

9  74.95g 76.63g 1.67g 

10  74.91g 76.56g 1.64g 

   AVERAGE WEIGHT 1.77g 

 

 

8.5 Comparison of system welding process time calculation 

 

According to the time comparison between two welding systems, the automatic system 

is 44% slower than the manual welder. 
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The comparison of the total time with the search time of the 10% clamping position is 

not necessary. The other time was 36% extension time of the weld layer using the cite 

ABBSmarTac2005 robot function. 

 

In fact, the robot runs it (seamless), the set speed is 50 % of the original speed. This 

slow speed of 50% is used to avoid collisions and acceleration deceleration effects on 

the robot. Limited skills in rapid programming and time improvement on these areas are 

not focused. The following table shows the weld process speed comparing with 50% of 

actual speed and manual welder process speed. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8.9: Welding Process Time Comparison between Manual and Robot System 

 

8.6 Economic cost analysis material deposition comparison 

 

The cost calculation base equations are illustrated in figure 10.9 and 10.10 in 

Appendices.The base equation are followed cost calculation procedure of Gas Metal 

Arc welding (GMAW) (Fan et al., 2001) AWS hand book 2 chapter 5 and Material 

estimates in AWS hand book 1 chapter 12. 
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Table 8.2: Welding Cost Comparison of Methods 

 

Cost Semi-Automatic Manual 

Cost gas (T BH=Unit) 5.02 12.4 

Cost power (T BH=Unit) 0.10 0.37 

Cost material (T BH=Unit) 0.87 0.59 

Cost labor (T BH=Unit) 0.0041 0.00239 

Total Cost (THB/Unit) 6.00 13.6 

 

Table 8.3: Weld Condition and Cost Calculation Materials 

 

Material Thesis Method Manual 

Average welding current (A) 20.17 22.52 

Average welding speed (m/s) 9.71E-04 9.00E-4 

Average filler feed(m/s) 0.008536 0.0083 

Average welding Voltage (V) 12.51 11.00 

Average welding wire length(m) 0.0416 0.03 

Welding wire radius(m) 0.000445 0.000508 

Material density (Kg/m3) 8230 8230 

Filler wire volume (m3) 2.58E-08 2.5606E-08 

weld layer Average length (m) 0.04 0.0367 

Weld layer average time (s) 72 37.777 

Average deposition efficiency % 0.647092 0.94 

Shield gas flow rate (m3/s) 0.000183 0.0002833 

Operator factor % 0.7 0.65 

Deposited material (Kg/Unite) 0.0021241 2.11E-04 

Deposited material rate (Kg/Unite) 0.00131299 0.00008 

Gas cost per volume THB/m3 36 36 

(Day shift) Power cost (THB/KW.unit) 0.0007922 0.000789 

Material Price (THB/unit) 0.56372.00 0.56 

Labor rate (THB/unit) 39.4 39.4 
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CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMENDATIONS 

 

In general, GTAW demand has been used in the aerospace industry for centuries. 

Modern days the increase in mass production, production time, labor intensity and the 

search for experience, people or training is a difficult task. Thus, the complex GTAW 

process is replaced by an automatic system saves time and costs. 

 

Practical skills and theoretical knowledge are the main important factors in developing 

the automatic GTAW system. An industrial gas turbine engine 8 blades rubbing 

incursion defect (Tip sealing) repair is the main focus on this thesis. 

 

The new method developed is based on the copy of the manual welding process on a 

semi-automatic system. The research conducted two case studies from Study 1; Manual 

operation of tungsten arc welding current and speed variation (Chapter 4) and Study 2; 

Observe the coordination of the welding torch and the filler wire and the welder’s 

tactics (Chapter 5). 

 

The new method developed and the manual welding system have two main different. 

 

1. Welding Current Polarity DCEP vs DCEN 

2. Complete weld layer from the trailing edge to leading edge. 

 

Because it can avoid melting the thinnest region 0.56 mm of the blade. While the hand 

operates, GTAW DCEN phase and semi-automatic DCEP system. 

 

The fastest welding data of (figure 4.9 section 4.8 chapter 4) weld layer middle section 

build up,(section 4.9 figure 4.12) Trailing edge dot and layer extension, and (figure 

4.5,section 4.7) leading edge dot and layer extension are used. 

 

According to different polarity between (Fan et al., 2001) two system arc efficiency and 

welding speed relation is considered. The arc efficiency is based on simulation data of 

(Pan, 2016) and real experiment data of (Stenbacka, 2013) past researches foundlings 

(chapter 4 section 4.11). 

 

According to blade clamp position, welding cycle time, blade setup time, operator 

convenience, blade cooling and argon capturing are considered for a new fixture design 

is proposed (Chapter 6). The research semi-automatic welding trial experiments value 

are based on LAWS 450 liburdi fixture (blade clamp). 

 

Base on case stud 2; Online programming is use for improve the welding motion. 

Coordination of filler wire and torch motion follows by the welder is duplicated on 

robot system. However due to semi-automatic system space and blade clamp limitation 

be an obstacle to follow total welder motion and filler wire coordination. The ABB 

robot smart tac (ABBSmarTac, 2005) feature mainly attentive welding completion. 
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The quality assurance is followed according to organization perspectives. The quality of 

the weld layer is tested on three main inspections, visual and adjacent area, surface 

defects, and sub surface defects. 

 

Metallographic evaluation (Metallographic, determine size of HAZ, Hardness of the 

welding metal and HAZ) of weldment and adjacent area of the HPC blade. The 

fluorescent penetrates and inspection process and radiography(X-ray) inspection 

process carries to evaluate the quality. 

 

The Economic value analysis is based on [AWS] cost analysis criteria and the total time 

and cost are compare with semi-automatic, and hand operate system. 

 

9.1 Semi-automatic system HPC blade gas tungsten arc welding conclusion and   

      recommendations 

The work space of the robot is too limited. The work space is limited to 840mm x 939 

mm. 

 

 
 

Figure 9.1: Semi-Automatic System Welding Space Limitations 

 

1. The calculated mean welding speed of 1 mm / s was selected. Additional shield gas 

supply in blade clamp is necessary. section 8.2 blade weld boundary surface porosity 

appear due to this reason. 

 

Temporary solution is to this factor, redraw the tip of the electorate to the length (5mm) 

of the torch nozzle and bring the torch closer to the welding specimen. The previous 

electrode length from torch nozzle is 15mm with weld speed 0.5. 

 

 
 

Figure 9.2: Nozzle Reduced to Length of End of Electrode 
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2. The recommended clamping height is two millimeters in height from the clamping 

surface of the blade to prevent TE and LE melting. (case study 1,case study 2 

observation). 

 

3.  complete the weld pool by touching both sides of the concave side of the blade and 

the convex side is important. (This result drives to incomplete fusion result found 

welding trial figure 10.14 Appendices). 

 

4. The welding symmetry and it moves away from one side. The filling wire and 

electrode must follow the weld direction of the blade or camber line. However, the weld 

penetration deflected towards the concave or convex side. This result effect on the post-

process of grinding, blending and polishing. 

 

 
 

Figure 9.3: Blade Weld Layer Symmetry Observation Metallographic Test 

  

5. However, the trailing edge of the blade melts because the torch passes from the 

leading edge to the trailing edge and the supply of the filler wire occurs behind the 

torch. It melts due to the drop-in thickness and reaction to the molten portion attracted 

by the torch. 

 

6. Increased distance 3 to 5 mm from base metal to electrode tip. Holding an arc too 

long increases the overall heat input, increases the distortion potential, widens the weld 

seam while decreasing penetration and affects the appearance of the weld seam. 

Observed result were shown in following figure. 

 

 
 

Figure 9.4: Correct Arc Length Control 

  

7.  Welding filler wire location can be controlled using soft limit switches. The program 

is to address the feed forward and feed backward manual switches in flex pendent. 

figure 10.7 appendices” set filler length”. 

 

8. Insufficient argon coverage near the edge of a filler wire to burn each arc end time. 

Next, each step of welding operator must cut the filler wire edge 
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Figure 9.5: Filler Wire Edge Burn End of Weld Arc 

 

9.2 Current cases study conclusion and recommendations 

 

The selected operator has 10 years’ experience and all data was based on a single 

operator. 

 

1. The relationship between the angle of the pedal controller and the welding current is 

propositional. 

 

2. The practical scenario (chapter 4, Figure 4.0) is not smooth, show random variation 

of current. Depend on operator experience, part geometry (Blade tip dimensions), 

selected welding current, arc length, Tungsten tip angle, angle between electrode and 

wire, and specially operator vision. 

3. The main observation of the practical exercise on manual welding is the control of 

the welding pool which leads to the final result. 

 

4. The average processing time for welding a layer is two minutes. Welder physical and 

mental state such as tired or stressed and the heat of the device increases with a time 

effect for the welding time. 

 

5. The minimum selected for the maximum current is 3 to 50 amperes. The welding 

current and the end current depends on the weld pool size, temperature, operator’s 

vision and experience. 

 

6. The project-based clamp for the commercial stage gas turbine HPC 8 stage blade is 

Liburdi 3 + 2 axis LEWS 450 plasma welding machine. (additional Argon supply, water 

cooling not present) 

 

9.3 HPC Blade fixture conclusion and recommendation 

 

1. The reference height of Dim.H are measured using the original equipment 

manufacturer specification value. 

 

2. The robot welding process of the master (Dim.H) is important for calibrating the 

robot program. 

 

3. The overall process flow, measurements up to grind/polishing or milling operation 

are based on the referencing the height (DIM.H) of the blade. 
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4. The tip welding layer height control is an important fact in robot welding. The 

benefits of maintaining Tip weld layer; 

a) Material waste reduction 

b) organization resource waste reduction 

c) Improve process time. 

d) Reduce Setup time 

 

5.  Process interruptions when using multitasking to design a single device.; 

a) Tidiness of the fixture effect on welding quality. 

b) Trial time to ensure the adaptively of clamp and fixture 

c) Modification time 

d) Manufacturing cost. 

e) Operator training time 

f) The cleanliness of the fixture is an effective factor for welding quality. 

g) Moisture/coolant from machining process will be entrapped in the fixture 

especially  

if the fixture is complex. 

h) Moisture evaporates during the welding process and cause porosity in the 

weldment. 

i) Welding fixture typically made from Copper Cu strong enough to received loads 

from the machining process in the long run. 

j)   Cu particles deposition in HPC blade is Couse to rejections. 

k)   Fixture manufacturing time 

l)   Fixture manufacturing cost 

m) Operator convenience 

n)   Setup time 

o)   Space limitation 

 

6. In case of operation if automation of the blade grinding process is also envisaged. 

The best recommendation is to use a unique dovetail clamp for each stage of machining, 

grinding and tip welding. Because all three processors are parallel in the production line 

and base on the height reference with respect to the dovetail (DIM.H in Figure 4.15). 

 

7. The project plan to use two blade clams from the old plasma welding machine, but 

the clamp inequality reason used only a blade clamp. Thus, the mounting of the blade 

clamps in the welding process relationship is not determined. 

 

8. The recommendation for the new design of the blade clamp tool is based on the 

proposed functionality of the new clamp tool (chapter 6) and improve it further on the 

basis of the finite element simulation method for batch process. 

Improve the blade clamp base on finite element simulation method not done. It may a 

new research topic for future improvements. 
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9.4 System improvement recommendations 

 

1. Debug the Program communication problem of feed wire (Fronius power supply) 

and ABB robot controller. 

2. Upgrade the welding clamp by integrate with additional water cooling and shielding 

gas. 

3. Redesign the robot cell or upgrade space work with full robot movement profile. 

4. Blade clamp improvement by finite element simulation method and improve the 

suggested single clamp design to multiple blade welding. 
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 APPENDICES 

 

1. Welding Program and Program Points 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Final Main Program Points on Blade Tip Profile 

 

 
Figure 2: Weld Data Used in Weld Program 
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Table 1: Programmed GTAW Parameter 

 

variable unit WELD54 WELD1 WELDTE 

EID mm 1.6 1.6 1.6 

I-s % 10 40 100 

UPS S 0.10 0.05 0.12 

I-1 Ampere 25 45 25 

I-2 % 50 50 50 

DSL S 1.5 0.10 1.5 

I-E % 10 40 10 

JSL S Off Off Off 

GPr S 1.0 1.0 1.5 

G-L S 1.0 1.0 1.5 

G-H S Aut Aut Aut 

tAC S Off Off Off 

F-P Hz 2.5 2.5 2.5 

dcY % 50 50 60 

I-G % 50 8 50 

Tri 2t/4t 2t 2t 2t 

SPt S Off Off Off 

t-S S 0.20 0.01 0.20 

t-E S 1.0 0.50 1.0 

Fd.1 m/min 0.60 0.78 0.60 

Fd.2 % 100 50 50 

dt1 S off off off 

dt2 s 0.7 0.7 0.7 

Fdb m/min 15 12 15 

Fdi m/min 1.0 1.0 1.0 
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Figure 3: Final Main Program Code 

 

 
Figure 4: Final Code of the Program of Adjustment of the Point of Localization of 

the Clams and Tracing the Path of Welding Blades 
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Figure 5: Final Code of the Program of Select the Number of Layers  

Expected to Weld from GUI Interface 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Final Code of the Program of Weld Layer on Tip Profile  

and Weld Layer Extend 
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Figure 7: Final Code of the Program of Weld Layer Extend  

Both Leading and Trailing Edge 

 

 
 

Figure 8: Final Code of the Program of Weld Layer on Tip Profile 
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2. Cost Calculation Equations 

 

 
 

Figure 9: Cost Analysis Equation (Siahaan, 2017) 

 

 
 

                         Figure 10: Cost Analysis Equation Description (Siahaan, 2017) 
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3. Literature Review 

 

  
 

Figure 11: Radius of Leading Edges (Marx, 2014) 

 

 
 

Figure 12: Digitizing System (Marx, 2014) 

 

 
 

Figure 13: Electro Etching of Sample B 

  
 

Figure 14: Incomplete weld fusion X-ray results in Test Trial 

 

 

 


